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Abstract
The reaction 15O(; )19Ne is one of the potential break-out reactions fromthe Hot CNO cycle to the rp-process. As such, it may play an importantrole in nuclear astrophysics for the understanding of energy generation ratesand the synthesis of proton-rich nuclei in sites of explosive hydrogen burning,such as novae and X-ray bursters.
Experiments were performed at the radioactive ion beam facility, atLouvain-la-Neuve, Belgium, to test the validity of measuring indirectly the15O(; )19Ne reaction rate. The method utilised was the population of ex-cited states in 19Ne and the observation of their -decay. Information on the branching ratios of the states of astrophysical interest, just above the -threshold, allows the reaction rate to be calculated, provided other resonanceproperties, i.e.  T , ER and J, are known.
Excited states in 19Ne were populated via an inverse 18Ne(d,p) reac-tion on a deuterated polyethylene target. The reaction and decay productswere measured in an experimental set up that comprised three silicon stripdetector arrays, with a total of 320 detector elements. Two experiments wereperformed at Elab = 44.1 MeV and Elab = 54.3 MeV. The recoiling protonstagged the populated state and the detection of a coincident -particle andheavy residue pair identied its decay.
ii
iii
Branching ratios for several states in 19Ne were determined, showing theviability of this experimental approach. Optical model parameters were de-termined from 18Ne elastic scattering on deuterons. DWBA calculations wereperformed and compared with experimental angular distributions to yieldspectroscopic factors. The results were comparable with a previous meas-urement using a stable beam, despite the signicantly lower beam intensity,and indicated that, provided the necessary beam intensity was available, thismethod would allow the measurement of the  branching ratio of the reson-ance of most astrophysical interest at 504 keV and thus the determination ofthe 15O(; )19Ne reaction rate.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
This chapter describes the importance of radioactive ion beams, particularlyin the eld of nuclear astrophysics. A brief outline of nuclear astrophysicsin the area of element synthesis is given to provide the background to themotivation for this thesis. Finally, current evidence supporting the need forfurther investigation of this topic is presented.
1.1 Radioactive Nuclear Beams
The advent of radioactive nuclear beams (RNB) has opened up many newareas of research both in nuclear physics and other scientic disciplines. Innuclear physics, the number of known nuclides has increased signicantly,extending systematic studies of nuclear parameters along isobar, isotope andisotone chains. In nuclear structure, reactions involving light exotic nuclei ledto the discovery of the neutron halo, initiating the extensive study of suchstuctures. The production of superheavy nuclei and the study of shell struc-
1
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ture for extreme proton-neutron ratios, as well as the probing of the neutronand proton driplines have all been made possible due to the availability ofexotic beams. In fact, the areas of nuclear physics to benet from radioact-ive ion beams are as varied as nuclear physics itself and so a comprehensivediscussion is outwith the scope of this work. More detailed discussions, bothof areas of study and of RIB facilities, can be found in [1], [2] and [3].
1.2 Nuclear Astrophysics
One of the areas to benet from these new opportunities is the eld of nuclearastrophysics. Nuclear astrophysics is the study of the origin and evolutionof the chemical elements. Additionally, it endeavours to explain energy gen-eration in various astrophysical scenarios, from main sequence burning toexplosive sites, such as novae, supernovae and X-ray bursters. Astronomicalobservations provide information on individual examples as well as generaltrends which nuclear astrophysics attempts to interpret. Yet to understandthese scenarios and to explain observed abundances, information on masses,lifetimes and other properties of radioactive nuclei are necessary, as are re-action rates involving these nuclei. Since the introduction of RNB facilities,new areas of the nuclear chart have opened up to study and so many of thesekey parameters have been measured. Despite these successes, much is stillunknown and our current understanding often relies on theoretical estimatesbased on nuclear systematics. In depth reviews of the current position ofnuclear astrophysics are given in [4], [5]and [6]. An account concentrating onradioactive beams and their importance for explosive scenarios can be found
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in [7]. A very brief outline of the relevant details of nuclear astrophysics re-lating to nucleosynthesis is given below to provide a background to this work.
From the perspective of abundances, a good qualitative description isavailable and current nuclear knowledge has been able to explain the grossfeatures, though in essence it is much as was presented in the highly inuen-tial paper 'B2FH'[8] from 1957. Figure 1.1 shows the local galactic abundancechart, and an outline of the main features can be found in [9]. Our knowledgeof the abundances of the elements arises from many disparate but possiblyatypical sources. The composition of the earth's crust and of meteorites com-bined with knowledge of the solar wind, light from the sun and data fromplanetary probes allow a good description of Solar System abundances. Cos-mic rays and spectra from distant stars and nebulae provide information ongalactic abundances.
The current understanding of the origin of the elements is that hydro-gen, most of the helium, and some traces of light elements were synthesisedduring the rst few minutes of the Big Bang. Most other elements were pro-duced either during the standard burning stages of stellar evolution or duringexplosive events that may occur during or at the end of a star's life. Anoverview of nucleosynthesis can be found in [10].
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Figure 1.1: The 'local galactic' abundance distribution of nuclear species, norm-alised to 106 28Si atoms, taken from Pagel[9].
1.3 Primordial Nucleosynthesis
The main evidence in support of the Big Bang theory, over other cosmolo-gical theories such as the Steady State Theory[11], has been the observationof the cosmic microwave background and the discovery that all galaxies out-side the locality are receding from each other. In 1929, Hubble announcedthat not only were the spectra from all galaxies outside the local group red-shifted, but also that this redshift, or in other words the recession velocityof the galaxy, was proportional to the distance of the galaxy[11]. This led tothe conclusion that the Universe is expanding. Then in 1965, Penzias andWilson[12] observed a microwave background, as predicted by Gamow. TheCOBE (COsmic Background Explorer) satellite measured the backgroundmore accurately and tted the data to a blackbody spectrum at 2.735 K[13].
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(d,n)Figure 1.2: Nuclear reactions producing helium during the Big Bang.
More importantly, however, it showed this background to be isotropic to 1part in 104[9]. These ndings were consistent with the theory that the Uni-verse had once been lled with radiation, which had cooled as the Universeexpanded. These two features can only be explained by the theory that theUniverse began as a singularity which expanded and cooled into the state inwhich we observe it at present.An excellent account of all aspects of the Standard Model of the BigBang is given in [13]. According to this model, signicant rates of nucleosyn-thesis only occured after about 250s when the temperature of the Universehad fallen to 9x108K. Before this, the temperature was such that any deuter-ons formed were immediately dissociated by photons. Once this 'deuteriumbottleneck' had been overcome, all available neutrons were quickly processedinto helium via the reaction chains shown in gure 1.2.Additional reactions producing 7Li and 7Be, which would decay to 7Li,also occured. However, due to the lack of stable nuclei with A=5 or A=8,heavier nuclei were not produced. Additionally, the falling temperature re-duced the probability that nuclei with Z>2 would have sucient energy toovercome their mutual Coulomb repulsion. Therefore, the products of Big
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Bang Nucleosynthesis were 1H (75%1 ), 4He(25%), with traces of 2H, 3He and7Li.
1.4 Hydrostatic Stellar Nucleosynthesis
This section gives an outline of stellar evolution and describes the formalismfor calculating stellar reaction rates. Then a summary of the main nucleosyn-thetic processes that occur during each stage of a star's life is presented.
1.4.1 Stellar Evolution
The evolution and ultimate fate of a star are determined mainly by its massthough chemical composition also plays a role. A Hertzsprung-Russell dia-gram (H-R) plots a star's surface temperature against luminosity, an exampleof which is shown in gure 1.3. These diagrams are also known as luminosity-temperature or colour-magnitude diagrams. All stars lie in well dened bandson such a diagram, demonstrating that there is a relationship between lumin-osity and chromosphere temperature. Each band corresponds to dierenttypes of stars, such as red giants or white dwarfs, each of which correspondto dierent regimes in stellar evolution. For a star of given mass, its evolutioncan be followed on such a plot. Figure 1.4 shows the evolutionary path for asolar mass star.The evolution of a star begins in the interstellar medium, which mayhave been seeded with material from previous generations of stars. The pro-1The primordial He/H ratio is not due to nuclear eects but is dependent on the initialneutron/proton ratio, which is governed by the neutron decay properties.
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Figure 1.3: A schematic Hertzsprung-Russell diagram for stars, taken fromLongair[14].
cess by which a gas cloud can collapse to form a star is still largely uncertain.Although the gross features can be explained, there remain several majorproblems, principally concerning energy and angular momentum[14], whichare yet to be solved. In essence though, the gas cloud collapses under gravityand converts its gravitational potential energy into thermal(50%) and radi-ative(50%) energy, as described by the Virial Theorem[15]. Initially, thiscollapse is under freefall conditions, i.e. no internal pressure is assumed.Eventually the core reaches a critical density and becomes opaque to radi-ation. Trapped radiation helps to heat the core and collapse is slowed bythe internal pressure. Matter continues to accrete onto the core. Finally ifthe mass is greater than 0.05M the core temperature will be high enough(>106K, 100 eV) for hydrogen burning to start and the resultant thermalpressure counteracts the eects of gravity, halting the inward collapse. The
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Figure 1.4: Hertzsprung-Russell diagram showing the evolutionary path for a solarmass star, taken from Longair[14]. Regions where the evolution is not well denedare indicated by dashed lines.
star is then said to be on the Main Sequence. Hydrogen burning may continuefor many millions of years depending on the mass of the star. A massive starwill use up its hydrogen within a few million years, whereas a star smallerthan our sun may stay on the Main Sequence for more than 10 billion years.Once ten percent of the hydrogen has been consumed, a value known as theSchonberg-Chandrasekhar limit, the energy generation rate has fallen to suchan extent that it is no longer sucient to counter the gravitational forcesand the helium core contracts. This contraction heats the shell of hydrogensurrounding the core which ignites. This causes the outer envelope to expandand the star leaves the Main Sequence becoming a red giant.
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For stars of less than two to three solar masses, the core is supported byelectron degeneracy pressure, in other words the Pauli Exclusion Principle.In this way the core resists gravitational collapse despite the lack of a nuclearenergy source. The electrons form a degenerate gas in which the pressuredepends on the density and is independent of temperature. Eventually thetemperature is high enough to ignite helium burning. The onset of heliumburning increases the core temperature signicantly. However, since the coreis degenerate it cannot respond by expanding and cooling. Consequently, thetemperature increases, which in turn increases the rate of energy generationby helium burning leading to thermonuclear runaway known as a "heliumash". When the core temperature reaches 3.5 x 108 K (35 keV), the elec-trons become non-degenerate again and the core can then expand and cool,and helium burning continues under non-degenerate conditions. For starsmore massive than this, helium burning commences before the core becomesdegenerate.
Eventually, the star will exhaust its supply of helium and how it evolvesfrom here depends critically on its mass. For stars with less than about 10M,core helium burning is the beginning of the end. Once helium burning in thecore stops, burning continues in a shell surrounding the core. As with hydro-gen shell burning, this causes the envelope to expand. The carbon rich corebecomes degenerate, and the star moves onto the asymptotic giant branch(AGB). Since helium burning is highly temperature dependent, helium shellburning is unstable. The expansion of the envelope causes the temperat-ure and pressure to fall. This causes the energy generation rate also to fall.
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Figure 1.5: A schematic diagram of the interior structure of a highly evolved star,taken from Longair[14].
Consequently, the star contracts and the temperature and pressure increase,increasing the helium burning rate. This cycle continues and the bursts ofthermonuclear activity are known as thermal pulses. However, these pulseslead to the loss of the star's outer layers. The expanding shell of materialthrown o by the star is heated by the core and is known as a planetarynebula. Eventually, there is no longer enough material for shell burning. Thecore remains as a white dwarf supported by electron degeneracy, which willcool to a black dwarf in a few billion years.
For more massive stars, the core carbon burning occurs non-degeneratively.The star then burns progressively heavier elements, in a cycle of contraction,heating, onset of next burning stage and exhaustion of that fuel. In this way,the star ends up with a silicon burning core, surrounded by shells burning
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oxygen, neon, carbon, helium and hydrogen, giving it an onion like structureas shown in gure 1.5. Once silicon burning in the core stops, energy canno longer be derived from fusion since the iron group elements are the mosttightly bound. The core contracts under gravity and electron degeneracypressure is insucient to counter gravitational collapse. Photodisintegrationreactions on the iron group elements occur in the core. These are endothermicand speed up the collapse. If the core collapse can be halted by neutrondegeneracy pressure, the collapse will lead to a neutron star formation. Thisin turn creates a shock wave which propagates out through the star blowingo the outer layers in a Supernova Type II or related explosion. If the coreis more then three solar masses however, even neutron degeneracy pressure isnot enough and a black hole will result. The details of supernovae explosionsare outwith the scope of this work and can be found in [16], [17] and [14].
1.4.2 Stellar Reaction Rate Calculation
The probability for two particles, a and b, to undergo a reaction b(a,c)ddepends on the number of each type of particle, and the reaction cross section.Thus the reaction rate is given by:
R(ab! cd) = NaNb(v)v (1.1)
where Na = number density of particles of type aNb = number density of particles of type bv = relative velocity of particles a and b(v) = velocity dependent cross section for the reaction b(a,c)d
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With the exception of neutron stars, nuclei in the stellar interior aregenerally in a non-degenerate state and can be assumed to be in thermody-namic equilibrium. The distribution of relative velocities for all particle pairs,a and b, can be described by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution
(v) = 4v2( 2kT )3=2exp( v22kT ) (1.2)where  is the reduced mass and the other symbols have their usual meaning.The total reaction rate, summing over all velocity contributions, is given by
R(ab! cd) = NaNb Z 10 (v)v(v)dv = NaNb < v > (1.3)where < v >, the average value of the product of the relative velocity andcross section, is the reaction rate per particle pair. Using the formula, E = 12v2, the reaction rate per particle pair can be rewritten in terms of relativeenergy as[17]
< v >= ( 8)1=2( 1kT )3=2 Z 10 (E)Eexp( EkT )dE (1.4)
1.4.2.1 Non-resonant Reaction Rate
To calculate < v >, information on the cross section as a function of energyis needed. In normal stellar environments, the average thermal energy of thenuclei is much less than the potential barrier due to their mutual Coulombrepulsion. Consequently, the cross section will be proportional to the prob-ability to tunnel through this barrier. The cross section can be expressedas (E) = S(E)E exp( 2) (1.5)
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where  is the Sommerfeld parameter,  = Z1Z2e2/h. This equation denesthe astrophysical S-factor which represents all the intrinsically nuclear partsof the cross section. In the absence of resonances, S(E) is a slowly varyingfunction of energy and thus can be used to extrapolate to low energies wherethe cross section drops o rapidly. Taking the average value So, of S(E) overthe relevant energies gives
< v >= ( 8)1=2( 1kT )3=2So Z 10 exp( EkT   2)dE (1.6)The rst term in the exponential is due to the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribu-tion which becomes small at high energies. The second term arises from thepenetration probability through the Coulomb barrier and drops o rapidly atlow energies. The result of these two factors is a peak in the reaction rate inthe overlap region of the two functions. The reaction rate is only signicant inthe region of this peak, called the Gamow peak, which is at an energy higherthan the average thermal energy. This is shown schematically in gure 1.6.The centroid of this peak is the eective mean energy for thermonuclear reac-tions at a temperature T and can be determined by taking the rst derivativeof the integrand Eo = (bkT2 )2=3 (1.7)where b = (2)1=2e2Z1Z2=h and the other symbols have their usual meaning.
1.4.2.2 Resonant Reaction Rate
The above derivation for the cross section is only true in the absence of reson-ances in the compound system. If resonances are present, the enhancementin the cross section, and therefore reaction rate, due to the increased penetra-
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Figure 1.6: The dominant energy-dependent factors in thermonuclear reactions,taken from Clayton[19]. The combination of the Maxwellian energy distributionand Coulomb barrier penetration function gives the Gamow peak (see text).
tion probability can be described by the Breit-Wigner formalism. The crosssection for a single narrow resonance is given by
BW (E) =  h22E!  a c(E   ER)2 + ( 2 )2 (1.8)where ! = 2J+1(2Ja+1)(2Jb+1) = statistical spin factorJ = angular momentum of excited state in compound nucleusJa = angular momentum of particle aJb = angular momentum of particle b a = partial width of entrance channel c = partial width of exit channel  = total width of excited state in compound nucleusE = relative energy of particles a and bER = energy of resonance
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A narrow resonance is one in which the total width,  , is much lessthan the energy of the resonance, ER, and in this case the assumption is madethat the Maxwell-Boltzmann function, Eexp(-E/kT), changes very little overa narrow resonance and so can be taken outside the integral. Rewriting 1.4gives
< v >= ( 8)1=2( 1kT )3=2ERexp( ERkT ) h22ER! a c Z 10 dE(E   ER)2 + ( =2)2(1.9)assuming negligible energy dependence of the partial and total widths. In-tegration gives Z 10 dE(E   ER)2 + ( =2)2 = 2  (1.10)Finally, combining equations 1.9 and 1.10 gives[17]
< v >= ( 2kT )3=2h2!exp( ERkT ) (1.11)where  =  a c  . Thus the important parameters are the resonance energies,ER and the resonance strengths, !.
1.4.3 PP Chains
Hydrogen burning in main sequence stars can proceed via two dierent burn-ing sequences. In the case of low mass stars, M < 1.5M[14], or those withlow metallicity (low abundances of nuclei heavier than helium), the dominantmechanisms are the proton-proton (PP) chains. The overall result of the PP-chains is to convert four protons into a helium nucleus with the emission oftwo positrons and two neutrinos. The rst reaction is the decay of a proton
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Figure 1.7: The PP Chains.
into a neutron within the eld of a second proton: p + p ! d + e+ + e. Asthis involves the weak interaction, this process is extremely slow and has sucha low cross-section that only a theoretical estimate is currently possible[18].The immediate consequence of this is the longevity of these stars on the mainsequence. The next step is d + p ! 3He + . Subsequently, there are threepossible chains[19], which are shown schematically in gure 1.7.The importance of PPII and PPIII, however, depends on the amountof 4He present and thus they contribute more to the energy production as thestar evolves.
1.4.4 CNO cycles
In the case of more massive stars with signicant amounts of heavier ele-ments, i.e. Population I stars, hydrogen burning occurs predominantly viathe carbon-nitrogen-oxygen (CNO) cycles. Predicted by Bethe[20] and vonWeizsacker[21, 22], these cycles convert hydrogen to helium using carbon as
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Figure 1.8: The CNO cycles. The solid line denotes the CN cycle and the dashedline the ON cycle. The dotted and dashed-dotted lines indicate the CNO tri andquadricycles.
a catalyst for a sequence of proton captures and -decays as given below andshown schematically in gure 1.8
12C(; )13N(e+e)13C(p; )14N(p; )15O(e+e)15N(p; ) (1.12)
The overall result is the same as that of the PP-chains, i.e. 4p !4He+ 2e+ + 2e, but the energy produced is higher. This is due to the -decaysbeing of low energy and thus the neutrinos carry away less kinetic energy. Ashigher charges and thus higher Coulomb barriers are involved, temperatures inexcess of 2 x 107 K(2 keV) are necessary before the CNO cycle dominates thePP-chains. Figure 1.9 shows the temperature regimes where the PP-chainsand the CNO cycles dominate. At these temperatures, the two -decays arerelatively fast and the reaction rate is determined by the proton captures andso 14N(p,) or 15N(p,) is expected to be the slowest reaction. However, since
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the former involves the electromagnetic interaction while the latter is nuclear,it is the former which is the slowest and acts as a bottleneck. Consequentlythe main product of the CNO cycles is 14N.
Figure 1.9: Temperature dependence of energy generation rate for PP chains andCNO cycles for Population I stars, taken from Zeilik and Gregory[15]. Note thecrossover at 18 million K.
In addition to the main cycle, there are several other pathways which arepossible and these are also shown in gure 1.8. While these are not expected tocontribute greatly to the overall energy generation rate, the isotopes involvedare interesting from a nucleosynthesis point of view. The ON cycle bypassesthe 15N(p,) via the chain15N(p; )16O(p; )17F (e+e)17O(p; )14N (1.13)
The CNO tricycle bypasses the 17O(p,) reaction by17O(p; )18F (e+e)18O(p; )15N (1.14)
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Finally, the CNO quadricycle bypasses the 18O(p,) by
18O(p; )19F (p; )16O (1.15)
1.4.5 The NeNa and MgAl Cycles
At temperatures of several 107K, additional cycles for burning hydrogen tohelium participate. Two important such cycles are the NeNa and MgAlcycles[5]. While these cycles contribute little towards energy production,due to the Coulomb barriers involved, they are nonetheless interesting fornucleosynthesis. The NeNa cycle follows the path20Ne(p,)21Na(e+e)21Ne(p,)22Na(e+e) 22Ne(p,)23Na(p,)20Ne
and is probably fed from the CNO cycles by the reaction 19F(p,)20Ne. Thiscycle is thought to explain the enrichment of 22Ne found in meteorites[17].The MgAl cycle is fed from the NeNa cycle by 23Na(p,)24Mg and sub-sequently follows the path24Mg(p,)25Al(e+e)25Mg(p,)26Al (p,)27Si(e+e)27Al(p,)24Mg
Alternatively, 26Al has an isomeric state which -decays and completes thecycle via 26Al(e+e)26Mg(p,)27Al(p,)24Mg
Suggested sites for these cycles include AGB stars[23] during hot-bottomburning (hydrogen burning at the bottom of the convective envelope) andred giants during the later stages of hydrogen shell burning. This has beenbacked up by observations of enhanced abundances of sodium and aluminium
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in some red giants[9]. These cycles also participate to some extent in explosivehydrogen burning[24].
1.4.6 Helium Burning
Once the temperature has reached 108 K and the density is of the order of104 gcm 3 helium undergoes burning to carbon via the triple alpha process.This mechanism bridges the mass-8 gap due to the relatively long lifetime of8Be. 8Be is only unstable by 92 keV, and has a ground state width of 2.5eV giving it a lifetime of 2.6 x 10 16 s[16]. This is considerably longer thanone would expect for particle decay. Consequently, in the stellar interior,alpha particle collisions are suciently frequent compared to this lifetimethat a small concentration of 8Be builds up. For example, at 108 K with adensity of 105 gcm 3 there is one 8Be for every billion helium nuclei. It followstherefore that there is a certain probability for the reaction 8Be +  !12Cto occur. This reaction proceeds predominantly through a resonance in thecompound system resulting in the carbon being populated in an excited stateat Ex=7.65MeV(0+) as was predicted by Hoyle[25]. This prediction was oneof the great successes of nuclear astrophysics:
2!8Be (-0.092MeV)8Be + !12C(7.65MeV)()12C(g.s.)
This state preferentially decays back to three alphas with an alphawidth of 8.9 eV. However, a small number decay via a -ray cascade to theground state, via the rst excited state, with a gamma width of 3.6 meV.As stated previously, the triple- process has been shown[17] to be highly
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temperature dependent. For example, at 108 K the energy generation goeswith the 41st power of the temperature (given in units of 108 K).
Further helium burning occurs via 12C(,)16O converting signicantamounts of carbon to oxygen. The rate of this reaction is critical in de-termining the amount of carbon converted into oxygen and therefore thecarbon/oxygen ratio in white dwarfs and the ejecta from massive stars. Con-sequently, much experimental eort has been undertaken on the measurementof this reaction (see e.g. [26], [27], [28] and references therein). However, thesemeasurements cannot reach to suciently low temperatures due to the Cou-lomb barrier and so theoretical extrapolation is used to determine the rate. Itis assumed that this reaction is non-resonant below about 2 x 109 K since itwould otherwise proceed too quickly, processing too much carbon to explainthe abundance observed today.
Under certain conditions, the temperature may rise as high as 109 Kwhere advanced helium burning may proceed to neon and magnesium via thereaction path 16O(; )20Ne(; )24Mg
Resonances in the 16O- system exist above the threshold but are presumednot to contribute due to spin and parity considerations. Consequently, the16O(; )20Ne is thought to be non-resonant, although higher lying statesmay participate in later burning stages due to the higher temperatures. Thusthis reaction, being much slower than the previous stage, eectively inhibits
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further nucleosynthesis except in the case of very massive stars. Here thecore temperatures are sucient to allow the higher lying levels to participateso this reaction proceeds faster than 12C(,)16O. For temperatures higherthan 0.2 x 109 K, 20Ne(; )24Mg is faster than 16O(; )20Ne and so heliumburning in this regime does not result in much 20Ne.
During helium burning, other nucleosynthetic processes are thought tooccur. In second-generation stars, helium burning on other nuclei present willalso contribute to nucleosynthesis. Some of these reactions produce neutrons,i.e. (,n), which are very important for the synthesis of neutron-rich nuclei.In particular, 14N is abundant in red giants being a major product of theCNO cycles. Radiative alpha capture on this nuclide produces 18F which betadecays to 18O. For temperatures below 0.2 x 109 K, the oxygen radiativelycaptures an alpha particle to give 22Ne which also alpha captures resultingin 25Mg and a neutron. For temperatures above this, the alpha capture onoxygen produces 21Ne and a neutron. Thus in both temperature regimes, 14Nacts as a source of neutrons. Slow neutron capture (s-process) in the coresof massive stars is capable of producing nuclei up to the N=50 closed shell.The same process in intermediate mass stars occuring in the interaction areabetween H and He burning shells, could synthesise most of the heavier s-process nuclei from arsenic to lead. Once again, a detailed description of thes-process is outwith the scope of the present work, and the reader is advisedto refer to [5], [9] and e.g. [29].
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1.4.7 Advanced Burning Stages
If the core temperature reaches 6 x 108 K (60 keV), carbon burning cancommence. Carbon burning progresses via many reactions and the mostimportant are given below:
12C +12 C !
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>:
23Na+ p;20Ne+ ;23Mg + n;24Mg + 
(1.16)
The main products of these reactions are 23Na, 20Ne, p and . However, theprotons and alphas react with other nuclei present and at the end of carbonburning material is mainly in the form of 16O, 20Ne, 23Na, 24Mg and 28Si.
After the carbon fuel is exhausted, neon and oxygen burning start. Neonburning proceeds through photodisintegration rearrangement. This occurs ata temperature of around 1.3 x 109 K via the reaction:
20Ne+  !16 O +  (1.17)
feeding the oxygen burning. This can be accompanied by radiative alphacapture reactions, namely:
20Ne(; )24Mg (1.18)
and 24Mg(; )28Si (1.19)
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The reactions shown below are the main pathways for oxygen burning.There are a wide range of products, the main ones being 28Si and 32S.
16O +16 O !
8>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>:
32S + ;31P + p;31S + n;28Si+ ;24Mg + 2
(1.20)
The nal stage is silicon burning which starts at a core temperatureof about 2.7 x 109 K. A large number of photodisintegration rearrangementreactions occur. The high gamma ray uxes present strip nuclei of protons,neutrons and alphas in (,p), (,n) and (; ) reactions. These liberatedparticles are then recaptured by other nuclei. This process tends to break uploosely bound nuclei and form more tightly bound nuclei. Eventually, thisleads to a build up of the most tightly bound nuclei, the iron peak elements,such as Cr, Mn, Fe, Co and Ni.
1.5 Explosive Stellar Environments
This section gives a brief description of explosive stellar scenarios relevant tothe current work, namely novae and X-ray bursters. It is acknowledged thatother explosive environments, in particular supernovae, are important sites ofnucleosynthesis. However, it is not possible to give an adequate descriptionof this vast topic here and so the reader is advised to refer to e.g. [30], [31]and [32] for a full discussion of those scenarios not covered here.
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1.5.1 Novae
Novae are the third most violent explosions observed in the Universe aftergamma ray bursts and supernovae. A nova is generally understood as beinga thermonuclear runaway occuring in the hydrogen rich accreted envelope ofa white dwarf in a binary system. The companion has lled its Roche Lobeand material passes through the inner Lagrangian point into the Roche Lobeof the white dwarf. This material forms an accretion disc around the whitedwarf and spirals inwards onto the surface. This material, mainly consistingof hydrogen, builds up on the surface raising the temperature. However, itdoes so degenerately and thus there is no corresponding expansion to relievethe pressure. Eventually, the temperature has increased so much that thematerial suddenly becomes non-degenerate and the pressure is released byblowing o the outer layers of the star in a nova explosion. The nova ejectatypically have masses in the range 10 7 to 10 3 M.Two types of white dwarf cores have been identied based on observa-tions of novae ejecta. In addition to the carbon-oxygen (CO) white dwarf,oxygen-neon-magnesium (ONeMg) white dwarfs have been observed[33], char-acterised by strong emission lines of oxygen, neon and magnesium.Observations of novae ejecta have shown that the abundances are highlynon-solar and indicate that there is signicant mixing between accreted andcore material. Novae are thought to be important contributors to Galacticabundances for selected nuclear species. For example, signicant amounts of13C, 15N, 17O and 26Al may originate from novae[49]. Simulations of novaeoutbursts can be found in, for example, [35], [36], [37] and [33].
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1.5.2 X-ray bursters
X-ray bursters are similar to novae but have a neutron star in place of thewhite dwarf. The gravitational eld, therefore, is signicantly greater and itis unclear if the material ejected has sucient energy to escape or will insteadfall back onto the surface. A review of this topic can be found in [38].
1.6 Explosive Nucleosynthesis
1.6.1 The Hot CNO Cycle
In these explosive scenarios, temperatures in the range 0.1-1.5 x 109 K anddensities between 103 and 108 gcm 3 are typically encountered[39]. At thesetemperatures, the reaction 13N(p,)14O dominates the -decay of 13N turningthe classical CNO cycle into the so-called hot CNO (HCNO) cycle. TheHCNO cycle follows the path
12C(p; )13N(p; )14O(e+e)14N(p; )15O(e+e)14N(p; )12C (1.21)
and is expected to dominate energy production. The uorine isotopes 15Fand 16F are proton unstable so no proton capture on 14O and 15O occursand the rate of energy generation is limited by these two -decays. Materialthen accumulates as 14O(T1=2=71 s) and 15O(T1=2=122 s). Due to its longerhalf-life, most of the material is in the form of 15O and so the main productof the hot CNO cycle is 15N. The relative abundance of 14N to 15N gives asignature of which CNO cycle has occurred. For the standard CNO cycles[14N/15N] is about 105, while for the hot CNO cycle this value is nearer 0.5.
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Figure 1.10: The Hot CNO cycle.
At higher temperatures (0.4 x 109 K) the 14O bottleneck is bypassed by thechain 14O(; p)17F (p; )18Ne(e+e)18F (p; )15O (1.22)further enhancing the amount of 15O and increasing the energy generationrate.
1.6.2 Hot CNO Cycle Breakout
However, if high enough temperatures (4 x 108 K) and densities are reached,the -decay of 15O will be superseded by radiative -capture to 19Ne[40].The reaction pathway 15O(; )19Ne(p,)20Na then allows material to leavethe HCNO cycles and be processed to higher masses by the rapid proton or rp-process. The second of these two stages has been measured by Vancraeynest
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et al.[41]. Limits on the reaction rate were determined and it was shownthat the rst stage, 15O(; ), is the slower of the reactions and so it is thisreaction which determines the rate of breakout.An alternative breakout is the 18Ne(,p)21Na reaction. This reaction hasbeen measured directly by Bradeld-Smith et al.[42, 43] and, more recently,by Groombridge et al.[44]. The rst of these measurements was comparedwith theoretical predictions[45] and found to be in reasonable agreement. Thetemperatures required however for this reaction to supersede the -decay of18Ne are such that this breakout path is only likely to contribute signicantlyin the case of accretion on the surface of a neutron star.
1.6.3 The rp-process
Once breakout has occured, material is processed by a sequence of protoncapture reactions (rp-process) to higher masses. However, the rp-processmay also occur without HCNO breakout if there is a sucient abundanceof intermediate mass nuclei already present. The path of the rp-process liesbetween the proton drip-line and the line of stability and is determined bycompetition between (p,), (,), (,p) reactions and -decays. At low tem-peratures, the -decays dominate and the path lies near the stability line.For higher temperatures, other reactions dominate and the path moves outtowards the drip-line. The ow of material towards higher masses is impededby waiting points, reaction cycles and photodisintegration reactions. In addi-tion to proton-rich nucleosynthesis, the rp-process is responsible for a massiveincrease in energy production. Estimates suggest that the energy generationrate is increased by a factor of 100 over the hot CNO cycle[40].
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Network calculations endeavour to simulate the ow of material throughthese reactions and hence predict energy generation rates and resultant abund-ances for dierent scenarios. These calculations rely on nuclear systematicsbut can be useful for identifying key reactions and thus concentrating exper-imental eort. References for such network calculations can be found in [46].Such calculations predict that nuclei as heavy as mass 100 can be synthesisedin the case of X-ray bursts[47, 48].
1.7 Observational Evidence
There have been many observations of novae ejecta in many regions of theelectromagnetic spectrum, from infra-red studies[49], through the visible[50],into the ultraviolet, e.g. [51] and above. A recent paper by Starreld[52]summarised several observations and noted what seemed to be general char-acteristics of novae ejecta abundances. Typically, the helium abundance isenhanced with respect to hydrogen, and CNO nuclei are also enhanced. About25% of the novae observed show strong enrichment of neon and these casesoften exhibit overabundances of Z>10 nuclei such as magnesium, aluminiumand silicon.This enhanced abundance of neon may be observational evidence forHCNO breakout occurring during a nova outburst via the reaction path:
15O(; )19Ne(p; )20Na(p; )21Mg(e+e)21Na(p; )22Mg(e+e)22Na(e+e)22Ne(1.23)This neon enrichment should be accompanied by enhancement of nuclei withZ>10 and a depletion of CNO isotopes since material has been processed
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away from the HCNO cycle up to higher masses.However, this ignores the possible mixing of core material into the ac-creted material and its processing during explosive burning. In the case wherethe core is an ONeMg white dwarf, this would lead to increased abundanceof neon due to core material, as well as higher Z nuclei from reactions on thismaterial. Another feature of this case would be the depletion of carbon andoxygen. This is due to the build up of 14O and 15O during the HCNO cycleand their subsequent decay to 14N and 15N. The lack of carbon in the coreadds to the carbon depletion.Nevertheless, recent results from Werner and Wol[53] on a post-AGBstar entering the white dwarf stage show enhancements of the neon abundanceof 20-50 times solar, as well as strong oxygen lines. The calculated massindicates that this is a ONeMg white dwarf. This leads to the hypothesisthat neon abundances in considerable excess of this gure, in novae ejecta,would be due to HCNO breakout rather than merely a mixing of core materialfrom a ONeMg white dwarf. Ejecta with such overabundances of neon havebeen discussed in [51], [54] and [55]. Moreover, analysis of novae ejecta andcomparison with nova models by Wiescher et al.[24] indicates that not allobservations of high neon abundances can be explained by the mixing ofONeMg core material but that evidence suggests that HCNO breakout hasindeed occured.In the case where the mass of the white dwarf indicates that the coreconsists of carbon and oxygen, signicant amounts of higher Z material cannotbe produced without HCNO breakout due to the lack of seed nuclei. Therewill be, however, enhanced abundances of carbon, nitrogen and oxygen. The
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nitrogen results, as before, from HCNO processing and the carbon and oxygenfrom core material.Therefore, signatures of HCNO breakout occurring in novae can besummarised as follows. In the case of ONeMg cores, the enhancement of neonabove that expected for mixing of core material will be observed. In addition,there will be an enhancement of nuclei with A higher than 20 together witha depletion of carbon and mitrogen. For CO cores, enhancements of carbon,neon and nuclei with A higher than 20 will be observed as well as the depletionof nitrogen.
1.8 The Present Work
In order to understand the origin and abundances of the proton-rich elementsa detailed knowledge of the rp-process is required. Reaction rate informationis needed to comprehend the path followed by the rp-process and the resultantenergy generation. However, to achieve this it is necessary to understand theconditions that lead to the onset of the rp-process and the importance of theHCNO breakout in these scenarios. It has already been shown that in the con-ditions found in novae and X-ray bursters, the reaction 15O(; )19Ne playsa key role in breakout and thus a good knowledge of its reaction rate is im-portant for not only understanding HCNO breakout but also the subsequentrp-process. The 15O(; )19Ne reaction rate is dominated by resonances[39]and gure 1.11 shows part of the 19Ne level scheme above the  threshold.A full level scheme is given in appendix A.1. Using both theoretical andexperimental data on the parameters of these resonances, Magnus et al.[56]








































Figure 1.11: The 19Ne level scheme for the rst nine levels above the -threshold.
calculated the contribution of each of these resonances to the total reactionrate and the result is shown graphically in gure 1.12. This shows that attypical novae temperatures the reaction rate is dominated by the 4.033 MeVstate, while in X-ray bursters the 4.600 MeV state will dominate. While the4.600 MeV parameters have been determined experimentally[56], those of the4.033 MeV state have only been calculated theoretically[57].The present work aims to investigate the viability of an indirect methodfor determining the parameters of the 4.033 MeV level in 19Ne. This methodinvolves populating states in 19Ne via an inverse (d,p) reaction with a 18Nebeam, and measuring the -15O decay of the relevant states.
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Figure 1.12: Reaction rate calculation taken from Magnus et al.[56]. Temperat-ures are given in billions of Kelvin (109 K).
Chapter 2
Experimental Approaches
A successful measurement of the reaction 15O(; )19Ne, with the aim of de-termining the stellar reaction rate, must evaluate the pertinent parameterswith sucient accuracy. These parameters are the resonance energy (alreadyknown[58]) and the resonance strength, !, for each of the important levelsin 19Ne, or alternatively the cross section. This chapter describes dierentmethods of determining these parameters and discusses current results, whereapplicable.
2.1 The Direct Reaction: 15O + ! 19Ne + 
The most obvious method of determining the reaction rate is to measure thereaction cross section directly. Unsurprisingly, however, the most obviousmethod is experimentally extremely dicult.Due to the short half-life of 15O (122s), a direct measurement must use an
34
Chapter 2. Experimental Approaches 3515O beam on a helium target. This immediately leads to the problems inher-ent in using a radioactive beam: low intensity, poor beam quality, and highbackground from the -decay of the beam particles.In addition, using helium as a target requires either a gas target, or ahelium implanted foil. A gas target requires a window, which results in beamdegradation and acts as a source of background which needs to be accountedfor. Windowless gas targets exist but provide only small target thicknessesand require complicated systems to maintain the ow of gas. Implantedtargets have smaller thicknesses than gas targets. Also, sucient knowledgeof the background events from other materials in the foil is necessary. Adiscussion on solid and gas targets is given by Rolfs and Barnes[60], thoughthe emphasis is on stable rather than radioactive beams.However, the most dicult aspect of this measurement is the expectedlow cross section. This is due to the states of astrophysical interest lying nearor below the Coulomb barrier of the compound system, with the resultantreduction in barrier penetrability.Despite these diculties, a direct measurement is planned at ISAC,TRIUMF, Canada. For a beam intensity of 1011 pps (16 pnA) at 0.154MeV/u, the expected yield is 0.1 per hour[3] for the population of the astro-physically interesting state at 4.033 MeV in 19Ne. Obviously, many weeks ofmeasurement will be required in order to obtain the necessary statistics, andto provide sucient understanding of the background components.
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2.2 Nuclear Systematics and Mirror Nuclei
An alternative approach is to measure the relevant data for the mirror nuclide,19F, and then translate that information to the 19Ne system. Several meas-urements have been published based on this approach and these are describedand discussed in the following section.
2.2.1 The Mirror Reaction: 15N(,)19F
This reaction has been measured in the energy range of astrophysical interestby Magnus et al.[61] using a -particle beam from a Van de Graa Acceleratorat 690 keV. The target was a thick Ti15N foil, and the emitted -rays weremeasured with a 35% Ge(Li) detector. Resonances corresponding to states at4.550(52+) and 4.556 MeV(32 ) in 19F were studied. These are the analogue ofthe states at 4.600 and 4.549 MeV in 19Ne . The -yields for the populationof these two states were measured and from this the -branching ratios werecalculated. Then using the assumption that    , the reduced -width,2, was determined. Next, by assuming that 2(19F ) = 2(19Ne ),   for thestate in 19Ne was calculated from
  = 2ERfPl(Rl; E) (2.1)
where the parameters are described in [61]. This corrects for the dierentbarrier penetrabilities of the two systems. Finally, by assuming  (19F ) = (19Ne ), the resonance strengths in 19Ne were calculated. While good agree-ment with the theoretical value determined by Langanke et al.[57], based onextrapolations of nuclear systematics, was obtained for the 4.600 MeV state,
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the resonance strength of the 4.549 MeV state was measured to be at least16 times smaller than the theoretical value.
This measurement has been repeated by Wilmes et al.[62] using a win-dowless gas target of enriched 15N2 gas (99%) and an -particle beam froma Dynamitron accelerator. A 100% high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectorwas used to measure the -rays, and elastically scattered -particles were de-tected in surface barrier detectors for normalisation purposes. The aim wasto improve the measurement of the 4.556 MeV state in 19F for which Mag-nus only gave an upper limit. By using the resonance strength calculated byMagnus for the the 4.550 MeV state, the resonance strength for the 4.556MeV state was determined. This value agreed well with the upper limit givenby Magnus. Again using the assumption that 2(19F ) = 2(19Ne ), ! forthe 4.549 MeV state in 19Ne was calculated.
However, the lowest lying level of interest at 4.033 MeV in 19Ne corres-ponds to a state in 19F (3.908 MeV) which is below the -threshold and thusnot accessible via the 15N(; )19F reaction.
2.2.2 Alpha transfer to mirror nucleus: 15N(6Li,d)19F
To overcome the problem that the 19F analogue state lies below the -threshold, Mao et al.[63] used the transfer of an -particle from 6Li to 15Nto populate this state in 19F. Mao et al. used a 22 MeV 6Li3+ beam from aTandem Accelerator impinging on a nitrogen gas target, isotopically enrichedin 15N (99.5%). The outgoing deuteron tags were momentum analysed in a
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multiangle spectrograph, before being detected on nuclear emulsion plates.The reaction 16O(6Li,d)20Ne was also performed for normalisation purposes.The 1  state at 5.788 MeV in 20Ne has a known  width and the  transfercross section was calculated. Then
exp(20) = NS(20)DW (20) (2.2)for the 16O(6Li,d)20Ne(1 ) reaction, and
exp(19) = 23NS(19)DW (19) (2.3)for the 15N(6Li,d)19F(32 ), where S is the  spectroscopic factor, N is aconstant related to the structure of the incident particle, and DW is the crosssection calculated using the code DWUCK4[64]. Then, using the relationships
S(19) =  (19)= sp(19) (2.4)and S(20) =  (20)= sp(20) (2.5)where 19 represents 19Ne and 20 represents 20Ne, and equating equations 2.2and 2.3 gives the -width for the state of interest as
 (19) = 32 (20) sp(19) sp(20) exp(19)exp(20) DW (20)DW (19) (2.6)The single-particle width,  SP (19), of the 4.033 MeV state in 19Ne was cal-culated from the code ABACUS, by approximating the -nucleus potentialto a real Woods-Saxon well, and it was assumed that the -particle spectro-scopic factors are the same for mirror states. The results are model dependentand highly sensitive to, in particular, the radius of the -particle potentialwell. The rate calculated in this way was between 22% and 53% higher thanthe previously accepted value.
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2.2.3 Validity of Mirror Nuclide Approach
However, a recent paper by de Oliveira et al.[65] gives a comparison of resultsusing mirror nucleus information with data obtained from the study of the-decay of 19Ne excited states[56]. This comparison showed a disagreementbetween the 2 values which exceeded one order of magnitude. In particu-lar, the assumption that the reduced alpha widths are equal was called intoquestion. Although this assumption is widely used, it is one that becomesless and less valid as the alpha structure of the states is reduced, and for thestates below the Coulomb barrier, the alpha strength is weak. Additionally,de Oliveira questions the validity of equating the  width for analogue levels.Consequently, de Oliviera states that a determination of the 15O(; )19Nereaction rate, particularly for states below the Coulomb barrier, which re-lies on -transfer data on 15N, must be uncertain by one order of magnitude.Therefore, to obtain better precision in the determination of the 15O(; )19Nerate, methods which do not depend on mirror nucleus argumentation and itsinherent uncertainty must be employed.
2.3 Indirect Methods
An approach which has already proven successful to some extent is to populateexcited states in 19Ne via another initial channel and then measure the decayof these states into the +15O channel. As stated previously, the reactionrate for a given resonance can be calculated if the energy and the strengthare known. The resonance energies are known[59] and the strength is given
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by ! = 2J + 1(2J1 + 1)(2J2 + 1)  :  T (2.7)for a resonance which decays only by  or . However, rearranging the formulafor  gives )  =  (1 B) (2.8)or  =  :B (2.9)In other words, for such a resonance the main unknown in the reaction rateis the partial alpha width. Consequently, a measurement of the -branchingratio, B, with some knowledge of the total width, is sucient to put limitson the 15O(; )19Ne reaction rate.
2.3.1 The 19F(3He; t)19Ne reaction
The approach described in the above section has already been used with con-siderable success by Magnus et al.[56]. Excited states in 19Ne were populatedby impinging a 3He beam (25 pnA) on a CaF2 target. The triton ejectiles wereidentied using a QDDD magnetic spectrometer with a E-E detector in thefocal plane, allowing the populated state to be determined. -particles fromthe decay to 15O were detected using three silicon surface barrier detectors.Identication of the populated states was very good with little background,but due to the small solid angle for the detection of the decay 's, coincid-ence statistics were poor. Branching ratios were determined for the states at4.379(7/2+), 4.549(3/2 ), 4.600(5/2+), 4.712(5/2 ) and 5.092 MeV(5/2+),and resonance strengths calculated using   determined from analogue states
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in 19F. However, while important information was obtained on these states,no new data on the state at 4.033 MeV was available.
Improved measurements using this method are currently being under-taken, both in the USA[66] and Japan[67], to attempt to measure the lowestastrophysically interesting state at 4.033 MeV.
2.3.2 The d(18Ne;19Ne)p reaction
The advent of post-accelerated radioactive ion beams has opened up newmethods of producing 19Ne. The reaction d(18Ne;19Ne)p is one such method.Since this reaction is only a single neutron transfer, the cross section forpopulating 19Ne should be qualitatively higher than that of, for example,the charge exchange reaction described in the previous section. The use ofa heavy projectile on a light target, i.e. inverse kinematics, results in theejectile, 19Ne, being forwardly focussed and thus the decay products also be-ing emitted in a narrow forward cone. This reduces the solid angle necessaryto detect a large percentage of the decay products. Additionally, the recoilingproton gives a tag of the state populated, allowing the branching ratios to bedetermined.
2.4 Summary
A number of good measurements have already been completed making use ofmirror nuclei and nuclear systematics. However, any improved experimentswould suer from the same ambiguities arising from the possible invalidity
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When designing an experimental set-up, many features must be taken intoaccount to ensure the best use of the available facilities is made. This sectiongives details of the main aspects of these experiments that had to be con-sidered during the design stage.
Firstly, the experimental aims and conditions that any set-up to beused must fulll had to be identied. The aim of the measurement was todetermine -branching ratios for excited states in 19Ne in the region of the-threshold. In order to determine this, it is necessary to know, rstly thenumber of 19Ne nuclei produced in a particular excited state, and secondlyhow many of those decayed into the +15O channel. To satisfy the rst re-quirement, the set-up must be able to distinguish protons from other particlesand relate unambiguously a particular proton energy to a particular excited
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state. For the second requirement, discrimination between protons, alphasand heavy ions is necessary. Additionally, a high detection eciency for -15O pairs is needed, i.e. large solid-angle. Other requirements were highgranularity and good angular resolution to allow reconstruction of particletrajectories and background reduction.
The position of the detectors was crucial to the success of the experi-ment. The two factors which had the most bearing on this were:
1. measurement of the tagging protons such that dierent states in 19Necould be clearly identied
2. as large as possible coverage of the decay products' phase space
The Monte Carlo code UNIMONTE[69] was used to simulate the energyand angular distributions of the outgoing particles. UNIMONTE takes intoaccount energy losses in the target and energy loss straggling, and is codedso that a known angular distribution can be applied to the outgoing particles.
Initially, the results of a previous measurement by Gul et al.[70] of asimilar system were used to predict the angular distribution of the recoilingprotons. This paper, on the reaction 18O(d,n), presented angular distribu-tions of the ejected neutrons corresponding to dierent populated states in19F. Assuming that for analogue states in 19Ne, the centre of mass angular dis-tribution would be similar, these results were translated to the d(18Ne,19Ne)psystem. This distribution for the 19Ne was used in UNIMONTE to producethe expected proton angular distribution in the laboratory. Due to the in-
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verse kinematics, in the laboratory frame the ejected 19Ne are very forwardlyfocussed, with a limiting angle of 6.3 deg for the 4.033 MeV state. Con-sequently, the application of this angular distribution has little eect on thedistribution of either the 19Ne or the decay products.
The proton angular distribution is peaked at around 70 deg. However,at these angles the protons have high energy (10-20 MeV) and the steep vari-ation of energy with angle indicates that discrimination of dierent states in19Ne would be dicult. This can be seen in gure 3.1. Consequently, sincethe available detectors were only capable of stopping protons with energiesup to 7 MeV, and these protons are emitted in the backward hemispherewhere the kinematics are rather shallow, allowing the discrimination of 19Neexcited states, it was decided to position the proton detector upstream fromthe target.
UNIMONTE also demonstrated that the 15O particles emerge fromthe target at angles between 0 and 10 degrees. The -particles are emittedbetween 0 and 20 degrees. Therefore two detectors were placed downstreamto cover the angular ranges from 4 to 30 degrees. The use of LEDA detectors(see section 3.3) allowed these angular ranges to be covered while utilising thecylindrical symmetry of the system to optimise available statistics. Moreover,the high segmentation allowed these high multiplicity events to be measuredwith good eciency, and the count rate per detector element of backgroundevents reduced. Previous measurements using the LEDA detector[71] haddemonstrated that the energy and timing resolution obtained would be suf-
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Figure 3.1: UNIMONTE simulation of proton kinematics for 4.033 MeV state atE = 44 MeV (target eects have been removed for clarity).
cient for the requirements mentioned above. Two runs of the experimentwere carried out under slightly dierent conditions. In the rst experiment(runI), the beam energy was chosen to give the same centre of mass energyas in the Gul et al. paper so that a comparison could be made. In the secondexperiment (runII), the beam energy was increased and the proton detectormoved closer to the target.
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Figure 3.2: UNIMONTE simulation of angular range of decay products for 4.033MeV state at E = 44 MeV. Solid line denotes 15O range and dashed line denotes-particle range.
3.2 Radioactive Nuclear Beams at Louvain-
la-Neuve
The experiments were carried out at the radioactive nuclear beam facilityin Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium. The radioactive species are produced via anISOL (Isotope Separation On Line) method, using two coupled cyclotrons[72, 73](see g. 3.3).
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Figure 3.3: Schematic of radioactive nuclear beam production.
The rst cyclotron, CYCLONE 30, accelerates H  to 30 MeV. Afterstripping, these are incident on a production target containing LiF. A (p,2n)reaction on the uorine component produces 18Ne. The reaction productsare then injected into an Electron Cyclotron Resonance (ECR) source[74]where they are ionised. They proceed via a 90 degree analysing magnet toa second cyclotron, CYCLONE, with K=110. The 18Ne are then extractedat the correct energy and sent via a selection magnet into the experimentalarea. At the energy used in these experiments, the 18Ne was in charge state3+. The intensity was of the order of 105-106 pps. The emittance of the beamwas 30mm mrad. The energy resolution is about 0.5 percent, with the beamenergy being accurate to a few percent[75].The beam particles have a half-life of 1.7 s and the transport time fromproduction target to experimental area is of the order of ms. The beamcontains about 1 percent contamination from 12C. This was determined froma comparison of the elastic scattering yields on gold(see g. 3.4).
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Figure 3.4: 12C contamination in the 18Ne beam: Peak at 53 MeV is elasticscattering of 18Ne on gold and smaller peak at 35 MeV is elastic scattering of 12Con gold.
3.3 Detector Set-up
The workings of all silicon detectors rely on the formation of a semiconductorjunction[76]. The simple example considered here is that of a pn junction.Such a conguration can be produced, for example, by diusing sucientamounts of p-type impurities into one side of an n-type semiconductor. Con-sider such an interface between p and n-type semiconductors. The p-typehas a large number of holes compared to the n-type, and the n-type has alarge number of electrons compared to the p-type. Consequently, the holesbegin to diuse into the n-type capturing electrons, while electrons diuseinto the p-type annihilating with the holes. This, however, causes a build-upof charge on either side of the junction. Electrons moving into the p-type
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produce a negative charge, leaving behind a positive charge in the n-type.This electric eld gradient inhibits further diusion across the junction andthe region is thus empty of mobile charges. This region is called the deple-tion zone, and any electron-hole pairs created here will be carried out bythe electric eld. Consequently, it is this region which constitutes the basicpart of a silicon detector. Ionising radiation impinging on the depletion zoneproduces electron-hole pairs, thereby losing an equivalent amount of energy.With electrical contacts on either side of the junction, the electrons and holescarried out by the electric eld constitute a signal which can be detected.Although the junction as described above will work in a detector, thesituation can be improved by applying a reverse bias voltage across the junc-tion. The application of a negative voltage on the p-side or a positive voltageon the n-side has the eect of attracting electrons from the n-side making itmore positive, and pushing electrons onto the p-side making it more negat-ive. This increases the size of the depletion zone, and consequently the sizeof the region sensitive to impinging radiation. In addition, the higher voltageincreases the charge collection eciency. The voltage cannot be increasedwithout restriction, however, and is limited by the resistance of the semicon-ductor. Too high a voltage will cause the junction to breakdown and startconducting.Ideally, a reversed biased junction will be nonconducting. In reality,however, a small current does ow when voltage is applied. This 'leakage'current has several sources. One is the ow of minority carriers. In otherwords, holes in the n-type which are attracted to the negative voltage onthe p-type, and electrons in the p-type which are attracted by the positive
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Figure 3.5: Schematic structure of LEDA detector (not to scale).
The detectors used during the experiments were LEDA detectors de-veloped in conjunction with Micron Semiconductor Ltd[77, 78]. The LEDAarray is a silicon strip detector fabricated using an ion-implantation method.The bulk of the detector is n-type silicon, as seen in gure 3.5. Strips ofp+-type silicon (boron doped) are implanted on the front of the detector.Aluminium contacts are added on top of each strip, and isolated by an inter-strip region of SiO2. The rear of the detector has n+-type silicon (arsenicdoped) implanted in one complete layer, which is also covered with an alu-minium contact.
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LEDA is an annular detector, consisting of 8 sectors, each of which have16 annular strips, giving a total of 128 separate detector elements. The innerdiameter of the active area of the detector is 10 cm and the outer 26 cm.The strips are 4.9 mm in width, the inter-strip region being 100 m. The 3outermost strips have a reduced phi coverage of 18o, 28o, and 35o as comparedto 40o for the remaining 13 strips. This gives a total active area of 361 mm2.The detectors are approximately 300 m thick. The p+ implantation is 0.1m deep and the aluminium contact is 0.3 m deep. The quoted depletionvoltages are typically 30 V. However, the detectors are operated at up to 70V to ensure full charge collection is achieved quickly. Leakage currents aretypically < 1 A at room temperature. Table 3.1 lists the characteristics ofone LEDA sector.
The design of LEDA gives considerable exibility in how the detector ismounted. The segmentation of the detector allows each sector to be removedand replaced individually should any strips fail. The position of LEDA canbe optimised to cover the required phase space of the particles, and thus theangular resolution depends on the distance from the target. The energy res-olution for -particles at 5.486 MeV is of the order of 25 keV FWHM.
The detector setup used consisted of three full LEDA detectors, asshown in gure 3.6. Two LEDA's downstream from the target measured the and 15O from the decay, while the LEDA upstream measured the taggingproton. LEDA1 covers 4.5o - 10.o, LEDA2 covers 14.2o - 31.6o, and LEDA3covers 131.3o - 154.9o in runI and 120.1o - 144.6o in runII. A photograph of
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of LEDA setup used in runII.
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Figure 3.7: Photograph of experimental chamber with LEDA2 detector.
one LEDA detector in situ is shown in gure 3.7. Due to the limited elec-tronic channels in the acquisition system, it was necessary for one LEDA tohave each pair of strips connected together to halve the number of channelsto 64, giving a total of 320 detector elements. This would deteriorate the an-gular resolution for that detector and so it was decided to double up LEDA1,since the angular straggling and beam emittance already limited the angularresolution of this detector.
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3.4 Targets
The main target used during the experiments was 410 g/cm2 deuteratedpolyethylene. The target thickness was chosen such that the count rate wasmaximised but the energy loss straggling did not inhibit identication of theexcited states in 19Ne in the angular range covered by the detectors. Thiswas accomplished by using the UNIMONTE code to simulate the distribu-tion of proton energies after passing through various thicknesses of targetmaterial. In addition, four other targets were used to give information onthe background present during the experiment. A blank target was used fortwo purposes. Firstly, this permitted regular checks to be made on possiblebeam scattering by the target frames. Secondly, a blank target also gavean indication of the background produced by -particles from the decay ofthe beam particles (T1=2=1.7 s). Elastic scattering on the gold target (car-bon with gold) allowed a check of the calculated solid angle values for eachdetector element. A carbon target was used to determine the fusion back-ground. However, polyethylene better matches the energy loss properties ofthe CD2 target and was thus also used. In addition, the eect of the protoncontamination in the (CD2)n target could be taken into account by using thistarget.The thickness of each target was measured using a triple line -source(see appendix C). First, a measurement of the -particle energy was madewithout a target foil in place, and the positions of the three -peaks noted.This information together with the results of a pulser walkthrough allowed anenergy calibration to be made (see section 4.2). Then the measurement was
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Material thickness (g=cm2 )runI run II(CD2)n 410  62 410  62(CH2)n 590  90 253  38carbon 270  40 200  30gold/carbon 24/38  5/8 22/20  4/4gold 320  48 -Table 3.2: Details of targets used in experiments.











Figure 3.8: Typical alpha spectrum from foil measurement. Soild line denotesalpha spectrum taken without foil and the dashed line denotes a measurement witha foil. The peak above channel 2800 is due to the pulser. The dierence in amplitudefor spectra with and without a foil is due to dierences in measurement time.
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repeated with each foil in turn mounted between the detector and the source.Figure 3.8 shows such an alpha spectrum, with and without the foil in place.The new position of the peaks allowed the energy loss of the -particles inthe foil to be determined. Once the energy loss was known, the thickness ofeach target foil was calculated.
3.5 Electronics and Acquisition

















































Figure 3.9: Schematic of instrumentation.
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3.5.1 Preampliers and Ampliers
Each LEDA sector of 16 strips is connected via ribbon cables and a vacuumfeedthrough to a box, containing 17 charge sensitive RAL108 preamplierchips[79], which is mounted on the exterior wall of the chamber. The out-put from each box is connected to RAL109 shaping amplier/discriminatorcards[79]. Figure 3.10 shows one LEDA sector with a preamplier box andamplier card. Each amplier board handles 8 channels, with two outputsignals per channel. The analogue output is sent to the Silena 4418/V CA-MAC ADCs (Analogue to Digital Converter), and the discriminated logicoutput is sent, via a trigger circuit, to the ADC gate initiating readout. Eachdetector element had its own ADC and TDC (Time to Digital Converter).The gain of the ampliers, and thus full scale range (FSR), is determined byinterchangeable resistor packs which plug into each card.
Figure 3.10: Photograph of LEDA sector with RAL preamplier box and ampliercard.
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3.5.2 Trigger Circuit




Figure 3.11: Schematic of trigger.
The logical outputs from the ampliers are sent to LeCroy 4564 Lo-gic Modules. The output from these modules corresponding to an OR of allinputs (output 10) was chosen and connected, via ECL-NIM convertors, tologic fan in/fan out (FI/FO) modules. Three FI/FO modules were used, eachof which corresponded to the OR of a complete LEDA detector. The outputsof each module were sent separately to the scaler and ratemeter to record therates in each detector. The scaler allowed the rates to be recorded by theacquisition system and ratemeter allowed the rates to be monitored by eye.The OR of each detector was also sent to another FI/FO to give the totalOR of all detectors. This output was also sent to the scaler and ratemeter.The total OR was then shaped (using a Quad timer) before being put incoincidence with the signal from the cyclotron. This coincidence allowed tim-
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Figure 3.12: Schematic of electronics from ampliers to CAMAC crates.
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Figure 3.13: Schematic of CAMAC conguration for three crates which ensuressynchronisation of data readout.
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3.5.3 Timing Circuit
Timing information with respect to the cyclotron frequency was obtainedusing LeCroy 3377 CAMAC TDCs (Time to Digital Converter) in commonstop mode. Ten TDCs were used, each having 32 channels. When a signalwith enough energy to pass the discriminator arrives at an amplier, thelogic output starts the relevant TDC. The rst signal to arrive, which is incoincidence with the cyclotron signal, is processed to provide the stoppingsignal after delay for all the TDCs (see g. 3.14). The number of clock cyclesbetween the START and STOP is converted to a digital output. Since thesystem is in inverse timing mode, the faster the particle the higher the TDCconversion. In other words, TDC conversion is proportional to the particlevelocity and inversely proportional to its ight time.
Common Stop
TDC conversion




Trigger (signal from fastest particle)
Signal from slower particle
Figure 3.14: Schematic of timing.
3.5.4 Acquisition
The acquisition system consisted of three CAMAC crates controlled by VMEcards. Crates one and two contained ADCs and crate three contained TDCs.When an ADC or TDC receives a signal while the acquisition gate is open,
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they convert the data and send a LAM (Look At Me) to the crate controller.The crate controller initiates readout of these modules and these sub eventsare buered. The VME CPU builds events from the data from each of thecrate controllers and buers the events in blocks. Finally, the data blocks arewritten to tape. In addition, spectra on a PC are incremented and these canbe viewed online. The time taken for readout of all the activated modulesdetermines the dead time of the system. The dead time is the percentage oftime that the system is busy and thus unable to accept other events. Thiscan be calculated by:
dead time = total number of triggers - accepted triggerstotal number of triggersThe system can handle event rates of up to 5kHz without signicant deadtime losses.
Chapter 4
Calibration and Data Analysis
This chapter describes the procedures used for calibrating the data, calculat-ing experimental resolutions and determining cross-sections.
4.1 Angle Determination
As LEDA is an annular detector and is mounted perpendicular to the beamaxis, for a particular strip, the angle subtended at the target is given by
 = tan 1(rd) (4.1)where r is the distance from the centre of LEDA to the middle of the stripand d is the distance from the target. The distances to each detector aregiven in table 4.1, and the corresponding angles are given in tables B.1-B.3.Figure 4.1 shows this geometry. Table B.4 gives the values of  for eachstrip. In each LEDA, the sectors are numbered 0-7 and in each sector theoutermost strip is numbered 0 and the innermost 15. For LEDA1, as thestrips are doubled up, the strips are numbered 0(outermost) to 7(innermost).
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Detector Distance (mm)LEDA1 703  2LEDA2 207  2LEDA3 (run I) 112  2LEDA3 (runII) 74  2Table 4.1: Distance to each LEDA detector.







Figure 4.1: Determination of strip angle.
Since the LEDA set-up has cylindrical symmetry, the =0. degreepoint can be chosen arbitrarily. It was chosen to be in the centre at the topcorresponding to the rst sector in LEDA1, with increasing  in the clockwisedirection when facing downstream. LEDA3 faces downstream rather thanupstream and so to agree with LEDA1 and LEDA2 increasing  is anti-clockwise, when facing upstream. The sectors in LEDA3, however, are alsonumbered in the anti-clockwise direction, and so increasing sector numberalways corresponds to increasing . Table B.5 gives the values of  for each
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of sector and strip identication
sector in each detector.
4.2 Energy Calibration
The response of the electronics was shown to be linear by tting pulser datawith a straight line, as shown in gure 4.3. Consequently, for a given ADCchannel, x, the corresponding energy, E, is given by
E = mx+ c (4.2)
where c is some dc oset in channels and m is the total gain of the system.Both these parameters must be determined for each electronic channel in or-der to calibrate the data.
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Figure 4.3: Linear t to pulser data.
The dc oset was determined from a pulser walkthrough. The pulsersignal was fed into the RAL preampliers and thus processed as if it was adetector signal. The pulser was set to output a sequence of voltage signalswhich were in the ratio 1:2:3:...:9. Then the resulting equally spaced peaks inthe energy spectra were used to extrapolate to where the 0.0 V point wouldbe, giving the oset. The linear regression formulae used are taken from [80].
The gain for each electronic channel was determined using the knownenergies of a triple line -source, containing 239Pu, 241Am and 244Cm. Thedetails of this source are given in appendix C. The energy measured by thedetector is the energy of the incident -particle minus the energy loss in thedead layer. This energy loss is dependent on both the energy and angle ofthe incident particle. Alpha particles detected in strips at larger angles, with
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Figure 4.4: Example of pulser walkthrough spectrum.
respect to the source, experience a thicker eective dead layer and thus theenergy loss is higher. For each angle and -particle energy, the energy loss inthe dead layer was calculated assuming a dead layer thickness of 0.4 m ofSi. The gain for each channel was then calculated from
m = Pni=1 Energy(i) E(i)(channelnumber(i)+offset(i))n (4.3)where i is the index for each alpha peak and n is the number of peaks which,in this case, is three. Thus, the calculated gain is the average of the gain foreach alpha peak.
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Figure 4.5: Example of alpha particle energy vs. strip spectrum for all strips inLEDA3.
Two additional checks on the energy calibration were made using theelastic scattering data. Firstly, it was ensured that for detector strips thatcorresponded to the same scattering angle, the values of the calibrated ADCchannels matched, i.e. the peaks lay on top of one another. Secondly, a plot ofangle versus elastic peak energy was plotted to check that the kinematics wereas expected. This plot also allowed the initial energy of the incident beam tobe determined. A computer program was used which plotted energy versusangle for a given elastic scattering system taking into account the energy lossin both the target and the detector dead layer. The actual data were plotted
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on the same graph and the incident beam energy input to the calculationchanged until the calculated curve agreed with the experimental data points.Figure 4.6 shows the data points (black stars) for the elastic scattering of 18Neon 12C from the (CD2)n target for runII. The red line shows the calculatedkinematics for an initial beam energy of 54.3 MeV. As mentioned in section4.1, the inital beam energy from the cyclotron is only known to a few percent[75], and thus this method allows a more accurate determination of the beamenergy. This procedure was repeated for the data from runI and gave aninitial beam energy of 44.1 MeV.
4.3 Timing Calibration
The elastic scattering on gold data was used to calibrate the TDC data forLEDA1 and LEDA2. For LEDA1 the time of ight for 18Ne scattered elast-ically on gold into the outermost strip was compared to that scattered intothe innermost, taking into account the dierent ight path lengths. The dif-ference in time of ight was calculated to be 0.37 ns. Therefore, since eachTDC channel corresponds to 0.5 ns(determined by TDC internal clock), thisdierence is less than one TDC channel. Consequently, the TDC data foreach strip was shifted so that the elastic scattering peaks appear at the sameTDC channel number. This procedure was repeated for LEDA2. The time ofight dierence between inner and outer strips was calculated to be 1.36 ns.Although this is greater than a single TDC channel, it is still less than thetiming resolution (see section 4.5) and so, as with LEDA1, the data were shif-ted so that the elastic peaks aligned. The average time of ight to LEDA1 for
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Figure 4.6: Calculation and data points for the kinematics of the elastic scatteringof 18Ne by 12C.
elastically scattered 18Ne is roughly 20 ns longer than for LEDA2. Therefore,the LEDA2 elastic TDC peaks were aligned to a TDC channel 40 channelslower than LEDA1 to reect this relative timing. The LEDA3 TDC data werecalibrated using the highest lying proton peak in the CD2 data. As above,these peaks were aligned to the same TDC channel, which was arbitrarilychosen.
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Figure 4.7: Schematic of solid angle determination.
As with the angle determination, since LEDA is annular and perpen-dicular to the beam axis, the solid angle can be calculated from a simplegeometrical formula. Each set of strips at a xed angle can be represented asa ring bounded by two cones, as shown in Figure 4.7. The solid angle of thering is given by

 = Z 20 d Z 11 sind
 = 2(cos1   cos2) (4.4)Thus the solid angle for any one of the strips in that ring is

 = Z 21 d Z 11 sind
 = (cos1   cos2) (4.5)Tables B.6-B.8 lists the values of 
 for each ring of eight strips in each de-tector. These values take into account the dead regions between sectors.
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4.5 Energy and Time Resolutions
2T = 2elec + 2det + 2beam + 2tar (4.6)The measured energy and timing resolutions are the result of the convolu-tion of several dierent factors. These are the electronic resolution, elec,the detector resolution, det which depends on the particle type, the beamresolution, beam and the eects of the target, tar. The LEDA detectorshave intrinsic energy and timing resolutions as do the subsequent electronics.The electronic resolutions were determined from the pulser data. The de-tector energy resolution was calculated from the alpha calibration data afteraccounting for the electronic resolutions using the equation
2det = 2alpha   2elec (4.7)This gives detector resolutions for -particles only. However, protonresolutions are less than those of -particles under the same conditions sincethe energy loss and thus energy loss straggling is smaller for protons. Con-sequently, this value for the detector resolution can be taken as an upperlimit. Figure 4.8 shows typical alpha energy resolutions in LEDA3.Figure 4.9 shows the electronic timing resolution. The upper spectrumshows a pulser walkthrough. The walk in time due to the leading edge dis-criminator in the amplier can be clearly seen as a decrease in the TDCchannel for low energy signals. The detector timing resolution cannot beobtained from the alpha calibration data since the -particles are emittedrandomly in time.The properties of the incident beam and the target also aect the meas-ured resolutions. From gure 4.10, measured total resolutions for elastic
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Figure 4.8: Alpha spectrum with pulser spectrum inset.
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Figure 4.9: TDC spectrum for pulser.
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Figure 4.10: Energy and time resolution for scattering on gold.
scattering on a gold/carbon target can be seen. An estimate of the energyresolution of the beam could be obtained since this target was thin enoughfor its contribution to the energy resolution to be neglected. Table 4.2 givestypical energy and time resolution values.
Source Energy FWHM [keV] Timing FWHM [ns]Electronic 18 1.5Detector 16 (for ) -Beam 319 2.0Table 4.2: Typical energy and time resolutions
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4.6 Cross-section Determination and Norm-
alisation
The cross-section can be calculated for a given yield fromdd
() = N:MNo
NA (4.8)where N is the yieldM is the atomic mass of the target
 is the solid angle for that detector element is target thickness in g/cm2NA is Avagadro's numberand No is a normalisation parameter which accounts for beam intensity, timeover which counts were accumulated, and dead time of the acquisition system.
For each angle in LEDA1 and LEDA2, the measured cross-section wascalculated as described above for the elastic scattering of 18Ne on 197Au. Then,for the same angles, the Rutherford cross-section in the laboratory frame wascalculated, and the ratio between the two cross-sections was plotted for eachangle.For this system, the Coulomb barrier is approximately twice the en-ergy in the centre of mass and so the scattering was assumed to be purelyRutherford. Under this assumption, the normalisation parameter was ad-justed until the ratio varied around 1. The ratio values varied around 1.0because the values for the solid angle were slightly inaccurate, probably dueto slight misalignment between the beam and detectors. This was corrected
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for by multiplying the solid angle values by the corresponding ratio value.Next the dierential cross-sections for 18Ne on 12C were calculated using thedata from the CD2 target. The grazing angle g was calculated from [81]
g = 2arcsin( c2  c ) (4.9)where c = Z1Z2e2A12Rc ;  = ElabA1 (4.10)Z1 is the projectile charge, Z2 is the target charge, A12 is the reduced mass andRc is the Coulomb radius. For runII, the grazing angle was calculated to be41o in the centre of mass. This corresponds to a laboratory angle of 16o. Sincethis angle lies outside the LEDA1 detector, the angular distribution measuredby LEDA1 can be approximated to Rutherford. For runI, since the beamenergy is lower the grazing angle is higher and so the same approximationcan be applied. As before, the normalisation parameter was varied untilthe LEDA1 distribution was approximately 1. As the deuteron scatteringdata was obtained simultaneously, the same normalisation parameter couldbe used.
Chapter 5
Experimental Results
This chapter presents the main experimental results obtained from both ex-periments. Excitation energy spectra for 19Ne and reaction angular distribu-tions for various populated levels are presented. Excitation energy spectrafor triple coincidence events together with the calculated branching ratios arealso given.
5.1 Excitation Energy Spectra
Excitation energy spectra were produced from the raw proton energy datameasured in LEDA3. Firstly, the data for each strip with the same angle wereadded together. Then, energy-time spectra were produced for each angle, anexample of which is given in gure 5.1. The broad vertical band on theleft corresponds to background events from -particles originating from theradioactive beam. The slightly curved locus extending across the spectrumcorresponds to prompt proton events. The three vertical lines correspond to
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Figure 5.1: Energy-time spectrum for LEDA3 showing protons, 's and 's (seetext).
-particles from the calibration source, which have no timing correlation withthe beam. The data were resorted with a gate on the prompt proton events.Once an event had been identied as falling into this gate, the energy wascorrected for energy loss in the target and detector dead layer, on an event byevent basis. Finally, the corrected energy was converted into 19Ne excitationenergy and the data from all detector rings summed together. The formulaeused to calculate the energy loss and the transformation from proton energyto excitation energy are given in appendix D. The nal spectra are shown ingures 5.2 and 5.3. Fits to these spectra were made to determine the yieldsand these are shown in gures 5.4, 5.5, 5.6 and 5.7. A full discussion of thesespectra will be given in section 6.3 together with a discussion on the DWBAcalculations.For the state of astrophysical interest at 4.033 MeV, there is little evid-ence of its population in Elab = 44.1 MeV, though it cannot be excluded. For


























Figure 5.2: Total excitation energy spectrum for 19Ne, populated via thed(18Ne,19Ne)p reaction at Elab = 44.1 MeV. Upper panel shows original spectrumand lower panel shows background subtracted spectrum.




























Figure 5.3: Total excitation energy spectrum for 19Ne, populated via thed(18Ne,19Ne)p reaction at Elab = 54.3 MeV. Upper panel shows original spectrumand lower panel shows background subtracted spectrum.

































Figure 5.5: Gaussian ts to peaks observed in higher section of 19Ne excitationenergy spectrum for Elab = 44.1 MeV.




























Figure 5.7: Gaussian ts to peaks observed in higher section of 19Ne excitationenergy spectrum for Elab = 54.3 MeV.













Figure 5.8: Fit to region of 19Ne excitation energy spectrum of astrophysical in-terest for Elab = 54.3 MeV. Dashed lines show Gaussian deconvolution and red lineshows resultant t. The doublet at 4.140 and 4.197 MeV are described by one curveas they lie less than one channel apart.
Elab = 54.3 MeV, there is stronger evidence for its population. A magniedexcitation energy spectrum of the region of astrophysical interest is shownin gure 5.8. The peak at 4.2 MeV corresponds to the unresolved doubletat 4.140 and 4.197 MeV. At the lower end of this peak there is an excess ofcounts which corresponds to the formation of the 4.033 MeV state. A Gaus-sian deconvolution of this region (dashed lines) yields a cross section of 25 5 b/sr.
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5.2 Reaction Angular Distributions
Using the yields determined from the ts to the 19Ne excitation energy spec-tra, angular distributions were calculated for each of the tted peaks. Theformulae used are given in appendix D. Angular distributions for Elab = 44.1MeV are shown in gures 5.9, 5.10 and 5.11. Due to the low statistics in theringed spectra, each four consecutive rings were added to give four resultantexcitation energy spectra. Fits were made to each of these spectra individu-ally to give four points for each angular distribution. Although sixteen peakswere tted in the summed spectra (gures 5.4 and 5.5), angular distributionsare only given for the nine peaks where the statistics allowed a reasonable tto the data. Angular distributions for Elab = 54.3 MeV are given in gures5.12, 5.13, 5.14 and 5.15. As with the Elab = 44.1 MeV data, the statisticswere not sucient to t each of the sixteen ringed spectra and so rings wereadded together. However, the statistics were better than for the Elab = 44.1MeV data and adding each two consecutive rings provided enough statisticsto t the data satisfactorily, giving eight points for each angular distribution.
5.3 Triple Coincidence Spectra
In order to obtain information on the decay properties of these states, i.e.branching ratios, it is necessary to have information on coincidences betweenthe protons detected in LEDA3 and decay particles in LEDA1 and LEDA2.The channel of interest is -decay and so coincidences between a proton,an -particle and a heavy residue were demanded. Using a subset of theraw data which only included events containing three or more particles, the
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Figure 5.10: Angular distributions for states, between 2 and 6 MeV, populated in19Ne via the d(18Ne,19Ne)p reaction at Elab = 44.1 MeV.
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Figure 5.12: Angular distributions for states, up to 3 MeV, populated in 19Ne viathe d(18Ne,19Ne)p reaction at Elab = 54.3 MeV.









































Figure 5.14: Angular distributions for states, between 5.1 and 6.5 MeV, populatedin 19Ne via the d(18Ne,19Ne)p reaction at Elab = 54.3 MeV.
















Figure 5.15: Angular distributions for states, above 6.5 MeV, populated in 19Nevia the d(18Ne,19Ne)p reaction at Elab = 54.3 MeV.
proton energy-time gate as described above was applied. For each event, itwas tested whether or not there was a particle in LEDA3 falling inside theenergy-time gate. A similar gate which identied prompt -particles in eitherLEDA1 or LEDA2 was then applied, an example of which is shown in gure5.16. If the event also contained such a particle, the energies of each of thethree particles were added together. Then it was checked whether this totalenergy was consistent with the events of interest, i.e. if the total energy wasequal to the beam energy plus the Q-value minus energy losses. The totalenergy spectrum for Elab = 54.3 MeV is shown in gure 5.17. The eventsof interest correspond to the narrow peak at around 55 MeV in this gure.The last requirement on the events was the appropriate angular correlationbetween the -particle and the heavy residue. The spectra resulting from theabove requirements are shown in gures 5.18 and 5.19.
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Figure 5.17: Summed energy spectrum of triple coincidences for Elab = 54.3 MeV(see text).
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Figure 5.19: Triple coincidence excitation energy spectrum ford(18Ne,p)19Ne()15O for Elab = 54.3 MeV. The red line denotes the resultof Gaussian ts to the peaks.
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5.4 Branching Ratios
Branching ratios for the states in 19Ne were determined by dividing the yieldfor a given peak in the triple spectrum with that determined from the singlesspectrum. The detection eciency was taken into account by multiplying bythe probability that for a given proton detected in LEDA1, the corresponding and 15O would be detected in LEDA1 and LEDA2. This was determinedby using the Monte Carlo simulation, UNIMONTE[69] under the assump-tion that the 19Ne decays isotropically in the centre-of-mass. The calculatedbranching ratios are given in table 5.1 and compared with previous measuredand theoretical values.All branching ratios, except the upper limit for the 4.379 MeV state, arederived from the data for Elab = 54.3 MeV. The statistics were insucientto derive any information on the other branching ratios. The upper limitderived for the 4.033 MeV state is in agreement with the theoretical valuecalculated by Langanke[57]. The branching ratio for the 4.600 MeV state isin agreement, within error bars, with that calculated by Magnus et al.[56],as is the upper limit determined for the 4.379 MeV state. For the two statesbetween 5.0 and 6.0 MeV, the calculated branching ratios are higher thanexpected, particularly for the 5.092 MeV state. This is probably due tobackground events from fusion on deuterium which have been subtracted inthe singles spectra but not from the triples.
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19Ne Ex (MeV) B (present work) B (previous work[56])4.033 < 0.01 (10 4)4.379 < 0.2 0.044  0.0324.549 - 0.07  0.034.600 0.32  0.03 0.25  0.044.712 - 0.82  0.155.092 1.8  0.9 0.90  0.095.351/5.424/5.463 1.3  0.3 -6.013/6.092 0.96  0.2 -Table 5.1: Branching ratios from the present and previous experimental studies(The value in brackets is a theoretical estimate by Langanke et al.[57].)
Chapter 6
Theoretical Interpretation
This chapter describes the theoretical interpretation of the experimental res-ults. Firstly, optical potentials for d+18Ne were obtained by tting the elasticscattering data at both energies. Then, using these potentials together withp+19Ne and n+18Ne potentials, theoretical angular distributions were cal-culated using the distorted wave Born approximation (DWBA) for severalexcited states in 19Ne. These distributions were compared with the experi-mental angular distributions, given in section 5.2, and spectroscopic factorsderived. Finally, a reaction rate calculation was performed using the branch-ing ratios given in table 5.1.
6.1 Optical Model Fits
The optical model was developed to describe elastic scattering in the presenceof absorptive eects, i.e removal of particle ux from the elastic channel intoother exit channels. The basic assumption is that all the individual nucleon-
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nucleon interactions between the target and projectile nuclei can be describedby a single one-body central potential, V(r), where r is the projectile-targetseparation distance. A knowledge of the nucleon-nucleon potential suggestedthat V(r) should be uniform inside the nucleus and fall o rapidly beyondthe nuclear surface. Consequently, the potential usually used has a so-calledWoods-Saxon shape given by
V (r) =  Vo1 + exi (6.1)where Vo is the potential depth, xi=(r-RA1=3)/a, R is the radius and a is thediuseness parameter. However, to account for the absorption into channelsother than elastic scattering, a complex potential of the form
U(r) = V (r) + iW (r) (6.2)
is used. W(r) is responsible for the removal of ux from the elastic channeland at low energies is often taken to be the rst derivative of a Woods-Saxonpotential, WD, which is peaked at the nuclear surface. This correspondsto only surface nucleons participating in absorption at these energies. Inaddition, two other potential terms should be included. In the case of chargedparticles, a Coulomb potential given by
Vc(r  Rc) = 14o ZpZt2Rc (3  r2R2c ) (6.3)and Vc(r > Rc) = 14o ZpZte2r (6.4)is commonly used. Here, Zp is the projectile charge, Zt is the target chargeand Rc is the Coulomb radius. The second potential term arises from the
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spin-orbit interaction and is given by
Vso(r) = ( hmc)2VsoL:1r df(xso)dr (6.5)where f(xso) has a Woods-Saxon form. Thus the total potential becomes
U(r) = Vc(r)  Vof(xo) + i4WD ddxD f(xD) + ( hmc)2VsoL:1r df(xso)dr (6.6)Optical model ts to d(18Ne,18Ne) experimental data were performedto provide optical potentials for use in the subsequent DWBA calculations.The code CUPID[82] was used to t these data and initial parameters weretaken from Lohr and Haeberli[83] and Perey and Perey[84]. The initial para-meters were chosen from typical values for nuclei in this mass range. Thenal parameters derived, for both beam energies, are given in table 6.1 andthe ts along with the experimental data sets are shown in gures 6.1 and6.2. Initially, the t to the Elab=44.1 MeV was attempted by allowing onlythe real and imaginary well depths to vary. However, the resultant t failedto reproduce even the general form of the data. Consequently, the real andimaginary radius and diuseness values were also allowed to vary to obtainthe nal t shown in gure 6.1. For the Elab=54.3 MeV, however, the best twas obtained by varying only the well depths and not all six aforementionedparameters.
The elastic scattering distributions at both energies exhibit a minimumat around 100o and a rise in cross section at backward angles. Similar fea-tures were found by Davison et al.[85] for the elastic scattering of deuteronsby 16O in the same centre of mass energy range. Davison et al.[85] also found
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that the optical model ts to their data were signicantly improved by theinclusion of a spin-orbit term. However, due to the inverse kinematics, thecut-o angle for elastic scattering on deuterons in this work was 6.4 degrees.Unfortunately, the available angular resolution in LEDA1 yielded only vedata points in this angular range. Including the spin-orbit potential did notimprove the t signicantly and introduced an extra three parameters to asystem with already more parameters than data points. Consequently thetted d+18Ne potentials do not include spin-orbit terms. The p+19Ne andthe n+18Ne potentials are taken from [86] and [58] respectively.
Potential Vo ro ao WD rD aD Vso rso aso rc[MeV] [fm] [fm] [MeV] [fm] [fm] [MeV] [fm] [fm] [fm]d+18Ne 94.55 1.14 0.71 10.88 1.34 0.59 1.15(runI)d+18Ne 97.46 1.05 0.86 32.53 1.43 0.59 1.30(runII)p+19Ne 48.43 1.25 0.65 13.5 1.25 0.47 7.5 1.25 0.47 1.25n+18Ne 57.90 1.25 0.65 1.25Table 6.1: Optical model potential parameters.






















Figure 6.2: Elastic scattering data for d(18Ne,18Ne), at Elab = 54.3 MeV, withoptical model t.
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6.2 DistortedWave Born Approximation Cal-
culations
The distorted wave Born approximation is one of the most commonly usedmodels for calculating angular distributions for transfer reactions and hasbeen particularly successful in the case of (d,p) reactions. Comparison betweenexperimental and DWBA angular distributions allows information on thestructure of the populated states to be deduced. The single particle natureof states can be investigated and spin and parity values can be determined.The DWBA calculations presented in this section were performed usingthe code DWUCK4[64]. A brief outline is given below and more detaileddescriptions of the use of DWBA to study transfer reactions can be found in[87] and [81].For the reaction A(d,p)B, the DWBA cross section can be written asdd
 = if(2h2)2 kfki 1(2Id + 1)(2IA + 1) Xmimf jTmimf j2 (6.7)where all the symbols have their usual meanings and the summation is overthe inital and nal spin projections. The transition amplitude, T, is given by
T = Z ( )f (kf ; rf )hpBjV jdAi( )i (ki; ri) (6.8)
where + and   are the incoming and outgoing distorted waves describingelastic scattering in the initial and nal channels, respectively. The paramet-ers ri and rf are the distances between the mass centres of the colliding nucleiin the initial and nal channels. V is the perturbing potential described by
V = VpB   Uf  Vpn + VpA + Uf (6.9)
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where VpB represents the true interaction between the proton and B, in thiscase the 19Ne, and Uf is the optical model potential describing the nalchannel. The potential Vpn is between the proton and the neutron and VpAis the potential between the proton and A, in this case 18Ne. This relation isgiven in the 'post' form as this is appropriate for transfers from a light to aheavier nucleus.The spectroscopic factor gives a measure of the overlap between thewavefunction of a state and its populating channel. In this case, it describeshow well the states in 19Ne can be described as 18Ne plus a valence neutron,i.e. if this is an appropriate description, the state can be described by thesingle particle model and the spectroscopic factor will be of the order of one.For states with more complicated structures, the spectroscopic factor will bemuch smaller. The spectroscopic factor, S, can be determined by normalisingthe theoretical angular distributions to that determined experimentally, i.e. dd
!exp = S  dd
!DWBA (6.10)Since the structure of a particular state, single particle or otherwise, is in-dependent of the reaction populating it, the spectroscopic factor should beindependent of the beam energy and thus the values determined for the twoexperiments should be comparable.The DWBA calculations for both beam energies are given in the follow-ing gures together with the relevant experimental data sets. The resultantspectroscopic factors are given in table 6.2. However, it must be noted thatthe information that can be derived from these calculations is limited due tothe limited angular range of the data and the low statistics.
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Figure 6.4: DWBA calculations for d(18Ne,19Ne)p at Elab = 54.3 MeV forEx=0.0(1/2+)/0.238(5/2+)/0.275(1/2 ) MeV with experimental data points.
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Figure 6.6: DWBA calculations for d(18Ne,19Ne)p at Elab = 54.3 MeV forEx=1.507(5/2 )/1.536(3/2+)/1.616(3/2 ) MeV with experimental data points.
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Figure 6.8: DWBA calculations for d(18Ne,19Ne)p at Elab = 54.3 MeV forEx=2.795(9/2+) MeV with experimental data points.
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Figure 6.10: DWBA calculations for d(18Ne,19Ne)p at Elab = 54.3 MeV forEx=4.140(9/2 )/4.197(7/2 ) MeV with experimental data points.
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Figure 6.12: DWBA calculations for d(18Ne,19Ne)p at Elab = 54.3 MeV forEx=4.549(3/2 ,1/2 )/4.600(5/2+)/4.635(13/2+)/4.712(5/2 ) MeV with experi-mental data points.
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Figure 6.14: DWBA calculations for d(18Ne,19Ne)p at Elab = 44.1 MeV forEx=5.351(1/2+)/5.424(7/2+) MeV with experimental data points.
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Figure 6.16: DWBA calculations for d(18Ne,19Ne)p at Elab = 44.1 MeV forEx=6.013(3/2 ,1/2 ) MeV with experimental data points.
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Figure 6.18: DWBA calculations for d(18Ne,19Ne)p at Elab = 54.3 MeV forEx=6.742(3/2 ,1/2 ) MeV with experimental data points.
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6.3 Discussion
6.3.1 The ground state (1/2+), 0.238 MeV (5/2+) and0.275 MeV (1/2 ) triplet
A comparison between the experimental data points and the DWBA calcula-tions for the three levels is shown in gure 6.3 for Elab = 44.1 MeV (runI) andin gure 6.4 for Elab = 54.3 MeV (runII). Both gures suggest that the angu-lar distribution calculated for the 0.238 MeV state best ts the data points.The calculated spectroscopic factors are given in table 6.2. The discrepancybetween the two values obtained at the two beam energies is probably dueto dierences in the ts used to the excitation energy spectra. In the Elab =44.1 MeV excitation energy spectrum there is evidence that the lowest peak isactually the convolution of two states and was tted as such, as shown in g.5.4). Thus the yield for the 0.238 MeV state may be higher than calculateddue to the limitations of attempting to t states which are so close together.
6.3.2 The 1.507 MeV (5/2 ), 1.536 MeV (3/2+) and1.616 MeV (3/2 ) triplet
The second peak in the excitation energy spectra may be due to either oneor a combination of three levels. Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show that the DWBAcalculations, at both energies, indicate that it is the state at 1.507 MeV thatis most probably populated. The calculated spectroscopic factors, given intable 6.2, agree well within the experimental limits.
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6.3.3 The 2.795 MeV (9/2+) level
This state is suciently distant from other states to be unambiguously identi-ed. It was observed at both beam energies and angular distributions at bothenergies were calculated. These distributions are shown in gures 6.7 and 6.8.The spectroscopic factor was determined for both energies, and these valuesare given in table 6.2. There is some discrepancy between the two values.This may be due to dierences between the subtracted background in thetwo cases.
6.3.4 The 4.033 MeV (3/2+) level
For this state, only runII (Elab = 54.3 MeV) provided evidence for its popu-lation. The statistics were insucient to obtain an angular distribution andso only a single cross section value and an upper limit to the  branchingratio were determined. Previous work by Fortune et al.[88] used the reaction21Ne(p,t)19Ne to study the conguration of this state. The results suggestthat this state has a complex structure consisting of (2s1=2) and (1d3=2) con-tributions. Nevertheless, an attempt was made to obtain a spectroscopicfactor (see g. 6.9) and the value is given in table 6.2.
6.3.5 The 4.140 MeV (9/2 ) and 4.197 MeV (7/2 )doublet
A comparison between the DWBA calculations for these two states and ex-perimental data points was only possible for the higher beam energy (Elab =54.3 MeV) and is shown in gure 6.10. Although there is some evidence for
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their population at the lower beam energy, the lack of statistics prohibitedany further analysis. Figure 6.10 shows a large scatter in the data points andtheir general trend agrees with neither of the two DWBA calculations. Dueto this no information on the relative population of the two states could bederived.
6.3.6 The 4.379 MeV (7/2+) level
This state was only observed at Elab = 44.1 MeV (runI) and the statistics wereinsucient to derive an angular distribution. However, as with the state at4.033 MeV, an upper limit for the branching ratio was obtained as shown intable 5.1.
6.3.7 The 4.549 MeV (3/2 ,1/2 ), 4.600 MeV (5/2+),4.635 MeV (13/2+) and 4.712 MeV (5/2 ) group
Figures 6.11 and 6.12 show the DWBA calculations for these four statestogether with the experimental data points. Figure 6.11 suggests that boththe 4.600 MeV and the 4.712 MeV levels contribute to the data, with the4.712 MeV level dominating at lower angles and the 4.600 MeV contributionincreasing for higher angles. Figures 6.12 however indicates that at Elab =54.3 MeV the 4.600 MeV dominates and in fact reproduces the data almostperfectly. The spectroscopic factors calculated at the two beam energies agreevery well.
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6.3.8 The 5.092 MeV (5/2+) level
As with the 2.795 MeV state, this level is well separated from the adjacentstates. However, an angular distribution was only obtained for Elab = 54.3MeV due to low statistics for the data obtained at Elab = 44.1 MeV. Unfor-tunately, there is scatter in the data points (see g. 6.13). Nevertheless, thegeneral trend follows the DWBA distribution and the spectroscopic factorobtained is given in table 6.2.
6.3.9 The 5.351 MeV (1/2+), 5.424 MeV (7/2+) and5.463 MeV triplet
Since J values are only available for the 5.351 MeV and 5.424 MeV states, aDWBA calculation was not performed for the 5.463 MeV level. Figure 6.14indicates that for the Elab = 44.1 MeV calculation the 5.351 MeV distributionseems to follow the data very well and a spectroscopic factor was calculated.For the Elab = 54.3 MeV data, gure 6.15 shows however that the trend of thedata points does not agree with either DWBA calculation. This suggests thatat the higher energy, the peak observed in the excitation energy spectrum isdue to either the 5.463 MeV state or a combination of all three levels.
6.3.10 The 6.013 MeV (3/2 ,1/2 ) and 6.092 MeVdoublet
The DWBA calculations for the 6.013 MeV at the two beam energies areshown in gures 6.16 and 6.17. Neither reproduce the data particularly well.
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This could suggest that it is the 6.092 MeV state that is populated. TheDWBA calculation for this state was performed under the assumption thattrend of the data obtained at Elab = 54.3 MeV follows the behaviour of a3s1=2 state, which might be populated at this excitation energy. The result ofthe calculation is shown in g. 6.17 and the derived spectroscopic factor isgiven in table 6.2. This procedure was not followed for the Elab = 44.1 MeVdata due to the lack of data points.
6.3.11 The 6.288 MeV level
Due to the lack of spin and parity information on this state, no DWBAcalculations were made. Several DWBA calculations were performed withvarious spin and parity values, but none followed the trend of the data andso no new information could be derived.
6.3.12 The 6.742 MeV (3/2 ,1/2 ) and 6.861 MeV levels
The excitation energy spectra for both beam energies show the population of astate or states in this energy range. However, a DWBA calculation could onlybe performed for the 6.742 MeV state since no spin and parity assignment isavailable for the 6.861 MeV. For Elab = 44.1 MeV, there is an indication inthe excitation energy spectrum (g. 5.5) that there are contributions fromboth states. However, at Elab = 54.3 MeV, the population of two statesis less apparent in the excitation energy spectrum (g. 5.7). Additionally,it is dicult to draw any conclusion from the comparison with the DWBAcalculation for the Elab = 54.3 MeV data, shown in Fig. 6.18, due to the
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scatter in the data points.
6.3.13 The 7.067 MeV level
Figure 5.15 gives the angular distribution for this state at Elab = 54.3 MeVdata. As with the 5.092 MeV state, this level is well separated from adjacentstates. However, no information on the J of this state was available. Variousspin and parity assignments were tried but, as with the 6.288 MeV state, theresultant DWBA calculations failed to reproduce the trend in the data points.
6.4 Spectroscopic factors
19Ne Ex [MeV] Spectroscopic factors(J) Elab = 44.1 MeV (runI) Elab = 54.3 MeV (runII)0.238 (5/2+) 0.15  0.04 0.4  0.11.507 (5/2 ) 0.16  0.04 0.20  0.052.795 (9/2+) 0.02  0.01 0.08  0.034.033 (3/2+) - 0.004  0.0024.600 (5/2+) 0.15  0.04 0.15  0.045.092 (5/2+) - 0.02  0.015.351 (1/2+) 0.06  0.02 -6.092 (1/2+) - 0.2  0.06Table 6.2: Spectroscopic factors for the reaction d(18Ne,19Ne)p derived from acomparison between experimental and DWBA angular distributions at both beamenergies.
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In order to attempt to verify the spectroscopic factors obtained, a com-parison was made between the values obtained in this work and those obtainedfor the two similar reactions, 16O(d,p)17O and 18O(d,p)19O. These reactionswere chosen as they provided information on similar neutron congurationsto that of 19Ne.The shell structure for 19Ne and 17O both consist of an 16O core withone valence neutron. Though 19Ne has an additional proton pair, comparisonsof the transfer of a neutron in the two cases can be made. In the case of 17O,the ground state has J = 5/2+ and the rst excited state at Ex = 0.871 MeVhas J = 1/2+. For 19Ne, however, the ground state has J = 1/2+ and therst excited state at Ex = 0.238 MeV has J = 5/2+. This suggests that the1d5=2 and 2s1=2 shells are inverted in the case of 19Ne. Thus the spectroscopicfactors for the ground state in 17O and the rst excited state in 19Ne shouldbe compared. A study was made by Alty et al.[89] who found the groundstate spectroscopic factor to be in range 0.33 - 0.6 depending on the opticalmodel potentials used.In the case of 19O, there are three valence neutrons on the 16O core.According to the shell model, these three neutrons will be found in the 1d5=2shell. Thus as with the above argumentation, spectroscopic factors for the19O ground state should be compared with the rst excited state in 19Ne. The18O(d,p)19O reaction has been investigated by Sen et al.[90] and spectroscopicfactors for several states determined. For the ground state they nd 0.57.Both these values agree reasonably well with the value determined hereat Elab = 54.3 MeV. This gives some condence in the values determined forother states since the same potentials and normalisation has been applied.
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6.5 Reaction Rate Calculations





















Figure 6.19: Dierence in total reaction rate, from that previously calculated byMagnus et al.[56], due to the new branching ratio value for the 4.600 MeV statedetermined in the present work.
A calculation was performed to determine the eect of the new value forthe 4.600 MeV branching ratio on the 15O(; )19Ne reaction rate. The totalreaction rate for the resonances between 4.033 and 4.600 MeV was calculatedusing the values given by Magnus et al.[56]. The calculation was then repeatedusing the 4.600 MeV branching ratio determined in the present work. Figure6.19 shows that dierence between these two total reaction rates only becomessignicant, i.e. of the order of a few percent, above about 8 x 108 K.
Chapter 7
Conclusions
Two experiments have been performed to investigate the (d,p) reaction ininverse kinematics using a post accelerated radioactive 18Ne beam. Excitedstates up to 7 MeV have been populated in 19Ne and angular distributionscalculated for several of these states. Additionally, the -decay of statesabove 4 MeV has been observed and -branching ratios for four of thesestates determined. Evidence for the population of the 4.033 MeV state hasbeen observed at Elab=54.3 MeV. Although there was no such evidence atElab=44.1 MeV, this was probably due to the statistics which were eighttimes lower than at the higher beam energy. Due to the lack of statistics, the-decay of the astrophysically important state at 4.033 MeV has not beenobserved, though an upper limit was derived.A comparison was made between the derived branching ratios for thepresent work with those obtained by Magnus et al.[56] using a stable beamexperiment. The results of Magnus et al. have better resolution for identi-fying the population of the states but have very low statistics for identifying
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their decay. Both results agree for the state at 4.600 MeV within exper-imental limits. For lower states only upper limits could be derived for thepresent work though they do not contradict the current accepted values. How-ever, for excited states above 5 MeV the branching ratios derived here arehigher than expected. This could be due to one of two reasons. Firstly, the-decay of 19Ne may not be isotropic in the centre of mass as has been as-sumed. The actual distribution may be peaked in the angular range coveredby the detectors and so the detection eciency would be calculated too low,increasing the branching ratio. However, for these states above 5 MeV thegeometrical eciency is above 50% and so much of the eect of having a non-isotropic distribution would be integrated over. The alternative explanationis that there are some background events which have been accounted for inthe single events by the background subtraction but not in the triple coincid-ence events. This would also result in higher branching ratios. The origin ofthe background must be related to reactions on deuterium. The backgroundfrom the carbon in the target present in the singles spectra is well understoodand the background present in the triple coincidence events is negligible. Theobserved background may be due to fusion on deuterium or the break up ofdeuterium in the Coulomb eld of the 18Ne.Using the branching ratios determined in this work, a reaction ratecalculation was performed and compared with that performed by Magnus etal.[56]. The dierence in branching ratio for the 4.600 MeV state resulted ina change in the reaction rate of about 6% at a temperature of 109 K. Whilethis will have little impact in novae scenarios, it may begin to be signicantfor X-ray bursters.
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Using elastic scattering data, optical model parameters for the d+18Nepotential were determined. DWBA calculations were performed and com-pared with experimental angular distributions. Spectroscopic factors weresuggested for 8 states and a tentative spin assignment made for the 6.092MeV state. However, these conclusions were reached with low statistics anda limited angular range for the data points. Higher statistics and more angularcoverage are needed to give a fuller comparison with the DWBA calculationsin order to verify the interpretation given here.Further attempts to measure the 15O(; ) reaction rate by this methodare planned. The analysis performed in the present work has indicated sev-eral areas where future measurements could be enhanced. Firstly, the majorfactor aecting the results of these experiments was the limited statistics. In-creasing both the beam intensity and the running time would help to put themeasurement of the 4.033 MeV state branching ratio within reach. Secondly,improved proton resolution would allow unambiguous identication of popu-lated states and so a thinner target is recommended. Finally, better identic-ation of the heavy residue would signicantly improve the determination ofthe branching ratios by reducing background. This could be accomplished byusing either a spectrometer or E/E telescope to provide particle identica-tion. A E/E telescope may be the preferred option due to its potential forcovering large solid angles. For example, the current LEDA detector couldbe used by placing a double sided transmission detector of similar dimensionsin front of it. In addition to the particle identication capabilities, the im-proved phi resolution would allow trajectories to be reconstructed to aid inbackground subtraction.
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Assuming the eciency for detecting the tagging protons is the same,and the beamtime can be increased from 30 to 300 hours, then a beam in-tensity of about 108 pps is needed. If the target thickness is reduced, by sayhalf, to improve the energy resolution, then a beam intensity of 109 pps issucient to provide the necessary statistics to verify the currently acceptedtheoretical value for the interesting state at 4.033 MeV. Such beam intensitiesare expected to become available in the near future[91].However, if the statistics were insucient to measure the 4.033 MeVbranching ratio with high condence, an additional check is possible with theset up described above. Knowing the absolute cross section for the populationof the 4.033 MeV allows one to normalise a DWBA calculation. Assuming theshape of the calculated distribution is correct, this would allow one to predictthe yield for the population of this state at forward angles, which is expectedto be considerably higher than for backward angles. Although the kinematicsrestrict the identication of populated states in the case where the taggingproton is emitted forwards, if a proton event is detected as part of a triplecoincidence, the excitation energy can be reconstructed from the alpha and15O information. Thus the yield of 4.033 MeV decay can be calculated andcompared with the yield for its population derived from the DWBA, allowingthe branching ratio to be determined.
Appendix A
Full level scheme for 19Ne
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Figure A.1: Level scheme of 19Ne, taken from Tilley et al.[58].
Appendix B
Angles and Solid Angles
B.1 Detector Angles
Ring [deg]0 10.11 9.32 8.53 7.74 6.95 6.16 5.37 4.5Table B.1: Angles for LEDA1.
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Ring [deg] Ring [deg]0 31.6 8 22.91 30.6 9 21.72 29.6 10 20.53 28.5 11 19.34 27.4 12 18.15 26.3 13 16.86 25.2 14 15.57 24.1 15 14.2Table B.2: Angles for LEDA2.
Ring [deg] runI [deg] runII Ring [deg] runI [deg] runII0 131.3 120.1 8 142.0 130.21 132.4 121.1 9 143.6 131.92 133.6 122.2 10 145.3 133.73 134.9 123.3 11 147.1 135.64 136.2 124.5 12 148.9 137.65 137.5 125.8 13 150.8 139.86 139.0 127.2 14 152.8 142.17 140.4 128.7 15 154.9 144.6Table B.3: Angles for LEDA3 for runI.
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Ring  [deg] Ring  [deg]0 18.1 8 39.71 28.0 9 39.72 35.1 10 39.73 39.7 11 39.74 39.7 12 39.75 39.7 13 39.76 39.7 14 39.77 39.7 15 39.7Table B.4: Values of  for each strip in one LEDA sector.
Sector LEDA1 LEDA2 LEDA30 0. 270. 315.1 45. 315. 0.2 90. 0. 45.3 135. 45. 90.4 180. 90. 135.5 225. 135. 180.6 270. 180. 225.7 315. 225. 270.Table B.5: Denition of  for each sector in each LEDA.
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B.2 Solid angles
Ring 
[deg]0 7.71 11.62 11.43 10.34 9.35 8.26 7.27 6.1Table B.6: Solid angles for LEDA1.
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Ring 
[msr] Ring 





[msr](runII)0 36.0 36.3 8 92.5 117.1 57.3 59.1 9 93.0 122.2 73.9 78.0 10 93.1 126.3 85.4 92.4 11 92.6 131.4 87.2 97.0 12 91.6 135.5 77.8 102. 13 78.6 138.6 90.4 107. 14 76.5 140.7 91.6 112. 15 73.6 141.Table B.8: Solid angles for LEDA3.
Appendix C
Details of triple alpha source
Isotope Energy[MeV] Percentage239Pu 5.105 11.55.143 15.15.155 73.3241Am 5.443 12.75.486 86.0244Cm 5.764 23.35.806 76.6





D.1 Energy Loss Calculations
The method used to reconstruct the initial energy of a particle, knowingits energy after travelling through a medium as well as the thickness andcomposition of the medium, is based on the relationship between the rangeof the particle before and after it travels through the medium[76]. The rangeof the particle after the medium, Rf , can be calculated from the nal energy,Ef , by Rf = aEbf (D.1)where a and b are parameters dependent on the medium and the incidentparticle. The range before the medium, Ri, is related to the range after by
Rf = Ri + d (D.2)
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where d is the thickness of the medium. Finally, the initial energy is given by
Ei = (Rfa )1=b (D.3)The parameters, a and b, were determined from GEANT simulations[92]and are given in table D.1 for protons in silicon and deuterated polyethylene.
Medium a bSi 0.1289 x 10 2 1.755(CD2)n 0.1841 x 10 2 1.832
Table D.1: Parameters
D.2 Transformation from proton energy to ex-
citation energy
The excitation energy of the state populated in 19Ne was reconstructed fromthe tagging proton energy by calculating the reaction Q value. From twobody kinematics, the Q value is given by [93]
Q = 1M3 [M1E1 +M4E4 +M3(E4   E1)  2(M1M4E1E4)1=2cos] (D.4)where M1 is the projectile mass, in this case 18Ne; M3 is the ejectile mass, inthis case 19Ne; M4 is the recoil mass, in this case the proton; E1 is the beamenergy; E4 is the recoil energy and  is the emission angle of the recoilingparticle. From this, the excitation energy can be calculated from
Ex = Qo  Q (D.5)Here Qo is the Q value for the population of the ground state.
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D.3 Cross Section Formulae
The procedure used for calculating the centre of mass reaction cross sectionswas as follows
1. calculate the laboratory cross section, as described in Section 4.6, forthe recoil
2. transform the recoil laboratory cross section into the ejectile laboratorycross section[94]
() = ():sin2 cos(0   )sin2 cos(0   ) (D.6)Here  relates to the ejectile angle and  relates to the recoil angle.Primed quantities are in the centre of mass. The recoil and ejectileangles are related in the lab. by
 = arcsin "M4E4M3E31=2 sin# (D.7)and the ejectile centre of mass angle is related to the lab. angle by
0 = arcsin " E3AET 1=2 sin# (D.8)where 0 =    0 (D.9)E3 = E1 +Q  E4; ET = E1 +Q (D.10)and A = M2M4(M1 +M2)(M3 +M4) 1 + M1QM2ET  (D.11)3. transform the ejectile laboratory cross section into the ejectile centre ofmass cross section
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(0) = (): sin2sin20 cos(0   ) (D.12)
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